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Page 2
- - - - - IT’S SHOTSHOW TIME - - and you should be following me on Instagram !!!
Yikes, I am remiss in getting my Page 3 column knocked out, so here
goes nuttin’ …
Three highlights …
1.) We sold a whole heap more of our explosively renowned
MBT triggers this year, so much so that I can feel the hate
emitting from somewhere up in the middle of the 13 Original
Colonies ;-)
2.) We made great strides on standing up our Siete bolt action
factory.
3.) We got an invite from the military to take a shot at
designing / making a 6.5 Creedmoor rifle and by golly we
didn’t step on our …
<- - - To the left is our brand new Siete bolt-action pistol shown with
a spare 20” 6.5 CM barrel on it. If you boomers will get one of
them pesky kids of yours to sign you up for an IG account, you
can see my progress post after progress post, all coming from
my iPhone camera, showing inside views behind the curtains,
in living color, in both still shots and video. Do it and do it
now, then start at the bottom and read your way up.
Now, to the right is our MRGG-S submission that we
designed, built, tested, and competed over the course of
2019 - - - - >
It went like this … at the last Shotshow we were
approached and warned we might see an invite to
come down to their lair and give a brief on what
we had or thought we could have. That call did
come through and I went down and represented
LaRue Tactical. Even though my uncle was active
in Toastmasters, public speaking isn’t one of my strong
points. I stammered through the brief, tossing out words like
“tolerances”, “precision,” “proper gassing,” “reputation,” and
so forth. Did enough of a job that we got a call to go to the
next round of their competition … a shootoff with several other
gunmakers that passed the speech test. Kinda cool and diabolical.
We had to bring to the shootoff three (3) of the exact rifle we
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thought fit the bill, and shoot several 5-shot groups from each
of all three at 100 yards. We had to do our own shootin’.
Their thinking was, “If y’all can’t make ‘em shoot, how do
you expect us to?” We showed up in Indiana with our three
LaRue MRGG-S rifles on a hot, sunny, and somewhat windy
day. Lo and behold, our rifle loved their before unseen 140 gr
6.5CM ammo. Our rifle shot accurate, with no malfunctions
… their new ammo ran like a scalded dog in our rifles. The
result is we got invited to the next stage – a week-long user-eval
by honest to God military snipers (I’m guessing they were the
extreme best). Was told we performed great in that user eval
and that got us to the next stage – the Sledge Hammer test.
Actually, I made that name up, but they were gonna get
rough with them and see if we were too dainty for the
likes of the guys slated to use them in combat. And
that’s where this project is right now … we’re waiting
for the next invite – wish us luck.
Before you ask, you can’t get yourself one just yet,
as the military guys hate getting sloppy seconds,
and they haven’t finished all their in-depth testing,
so they won’t know who the winner is until they get
done, sit back, cuss and discuss, and make their final
vote as to what they’d like best to charge into our
enemies with.
Back to the Shotshow – we’ll have Sietes and MRGG-S rifles galore in
the booth and a HAAS CNC running a program on the Siete Chassis
(cool).
See all y’all there !!

P.S. Update on my Marine …
1.) Boot camp - she got her Rifle Expert badge
2.) MCT - she got Company High Shooter (out of 320ish in the
Company)
3.) Intel school, wait, she said something about some secrecy bs,
so, can’t tell y’all how proud I am ;-)
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“Without a doubt the best trigger on the
market especially considering the cost. It’s half
of a Geissele and has a noticeably crisper break
and reset. Will never buy a Geissele again,
LaRue is now best friend.” - Anonymous
“Been hearing too many GOOD things about
the straight trigger so bought a straight bow!
Wish I had done it sooner. Cant recommend
enough.”		
- Anonymous
“I have bought two of these awesome triggers!
Which I have installed on a 5.56 and 7.62
carbine. The triggers are offer a consistent and
repeatable trigger press and reset. Which is far
superior than a standard milspec trigger. I’ve
carried milspec rifles and carbines for 30 yrs
in the Army, and this trigger is by far the best
affordable trigger on the market today! Can’t
wait to try out the new flat face trigger! Thanks
Larue Tactical for an outstanding trigger, well
done!!!!!”		Anonymous
Since alcohol is legal in Texas, we reserve the
right to say we did our best on this catalog.
Prices and availability subject to change. -ML
*Submission of articles or photos constitutes
permission for publication in LaRue media. The
appearance of U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)
visual information does not imply or constitute
DoD endorsement.
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LaRue products are meticulously examined and
tested for quality before shipping. The accuracy of
each LaRue Rifle is proven at our 100-yard tunnel
using match-grade ammunition. LaRue firearms do
not leave the facility unless they obtain accuracy of
less-than 1 MOA (1.047”) at 100 Yards.
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The Slick Picatinny Handguard is a robust,
yet ultra lightweight version of our rugged
Stealth Handguard used with great success,
world-wide for over a decade.
Ultra lightweight, free-float handguard features
slab sides and bottoms for superior strength, and
three CNC machined-in 2 1/4” Mil-Std 1913 rails
for accessories. Lengths: 9”-13.2”
Features our two-pin proprietary barrel nut system
with its locking anti-slip plate. This feature sets
LaRue Handguards apart from the competition.
Once properly installed, there is no chance of
movement.
Free-float Rail system provides an excellent heat-sinking
feature that pulls throat-damaging heat away from the
chamber area.
Complete with Allen wrench, vial of blue Locktite and
Instructions.
From $90.00-$132.00

Lok Picatinny (LAT) Handguard
The Lok Picatinny Handguard is a robust,
M-Lok compatible version of our rugged,
free-float Stealth Handguard.
Features M-Lok slots on the sides and bottom
for accessories. Integral QD sling-swivel sockets
at the base of each side allow convenient
mounting of 2-point slings. Lengths: 7”-13.2”
Our Free-float Rail system provides an excellent heatsinking feature that pulls throat-damaging heat away
from the chamber area. Another heat-sinking benefit is
the elimination of pressure-spikes, which some feel is the
cause of a large part of pre-mature bolt failures.
Comes complete with Allen wrench, vial of blue Locktite
and Instructions.
From $70.00-$132.00

www.LaRue.com
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6.5 Creedmoor

LaRue Billet Lowers
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L-A-R-U-E
L-O-W-E-R-S
It’s true, as previously hinted at
online, Ultimate Upper Kit buyers
can now buy yourself a LaRue
Lower to go with that UU kit ... time to
build yourself a complete LaRue UltraPrecision rifle.
You can buy ONE for each UU KIT you have
ORDERED or are about to order.
All lowers must ship to buyer’s FFL. Make Sure You Check Your State Laws Before
Purchasing.

New PredatOBR in 6.5 Creedmoor
The PredatOBR is the ultimate lightweight long distance rifle. Now available in 6.5 Creedmoor
18” and 22” barrels. The most remarkable feature of the PredatOBR is its ability to be
completely “broken down” and stored into the optional Rollup Bag and Toolbox. The PredatOBR
handguard has a locking stainless steel QD Lever system on each side. Once the levers are
released, the handguard slides off of the upper assembly in seconds. The PredatOBR’s barrel can
easily be removed with the supplied PredatOBR Barrel Wrench, unscrew the Barrel Nut from
Receiver and pull the Barrel Assembly free from Receiver. No need to remove the gas tube, gas
block or muzzle device. Reverse the process to reinstall. Hand-tighten Barrel Nut and torque
approximately 1/8-turn past hand-tight (Approximately 40-50 foot pounds). Once reassembled
correctly, the point of impact (POI) shift will be 0.0 to 0.5 MOA of the original. Barrels are
chambered in 6.5 Creedmoor in a 1/8 twist rate. Barrels are threaded 5/8 x 24.

$3370.00

FEATURES
. CNC-Machined from 7075 Aluminum
. Reinforced in critical areas
. Flared magwell for easy magazine changes
. Generous trigger guard for operation
with gloves
. Type-3 hard coat anodized
. Reinforced buffer tube area
When you mate-up your LaRue lower with your new LaRue Ultimate Upper Kit,
you end up with a hammer that shoots lights-out. Plus you are the one that put it
together, so you are darn near an AR Armorer by proxy.
Thanks for jumping onto our Ultimate Upper bandwagon early ... we’re getting great
feedback/reviews and know you got yourself some bragging rights. Aim small, hit
small, and clean your chambers.

$199.00

-Mark LaRue

Locking stainless QD Levers...

...open to remove handguard in seconds.

www.LaRue.com
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Top Selling

A-PEG

LT204 LaRue
Toolless C.A.N.
QD SPR Mount

LaRue Tactical A-PEG™
Initially designed with the precision shooter in mind, the folks at LaRue
Tactical queried trusted individuals in the precision shooting community
what they would prefer in a grip. The result is the LaRue A-PEG™. The
project grew into an accessory that featured ambidextrous
geometry that can be used by all shooters, enhancing
control of AR15-type weapons. The A-PEG™ is
available in two sizes; Regular for 5.56 receivers,
and Extended for 7.62 receivers (The Extended
version fills the “gap” in AR10-platform receivers).

We’ve taken the best scope mount
made, and added the ability to
adjust tension without tools. No
wrench needed to adjust the lever
to the Picatinny rail. You adjust it by
“clicking” the proprietary thumb nuts,
much like clicking your scope turrets.
Like our popular LT104, the LT204
places the
centerline of the optic 1.5” above the top of the rail for optimum
cheek weld with a variety of AR-platform rifles. The cantilever puts
the scope out over the handguard, providing proper eye relief.
Matches height of most NV/Thermal optics.
The SPR’s innovative backbone connects
the split vertical rings. No lapping
required. The optic can be removed,
and replaced, without loss of zero.
Guaranteed.
With 1”, 30mm, 34mm, 35mm rings.

$138.96

Index Clips and Rail Covers
LaRue Index Clips install easily, and
stay put. Set of 72 clips, 60 regular and
12 to hold tapeswitch wires. These
handy low-profile clips are designed to
be attached on the rail, against optics,
lasers and other MIL-STD-1913 mounted
accessories, providing a quick-index to
return to the same point.....especially in
the dark.

LaRue M-Lok or Keymod Grip Adapter
Panels aggressive texture provides extra
traction and protects your handguard
with no wiggle or rattle.
Index Colors: Black, Camo, FDE, UDE,
OD Green, Foliage, Blue, Red, Blaze
Orange, White, Pink, Patriot: Red White
& Blue

Inspired by the human hand, the unique “flats”
on the front and back fall more naturally onto the
geometry of the hand’s structure. The flat front also
provides indexing to help level and square the firearm to the target. A
sculptured palm swell on either side fits nicely into the hollows of the palm.
A gentle taper helps seat the hand towards the firearm, and helps to keep the
hand from sliding. The generous texture added to the sides gives just the right
amount of traction in slippery conditions.
Having an A2 footprint, the A-PEG™ will attach to almost any firearm that has an AR15-type
grip interface. Comes complete with mounting hardware.

$9.99

LaRue Tactical RISR™ (Reciprocating Inline Stock Riser)
It’s a fact that some AR’s need a cheek riser to get proper cheekweld for raised scopes or
rifles with raised rails. It’s another fact that standard AR charging handles require a lot of travel,
making it impossible to charge a rifle without moving a collapsible stock all the way to the
rear. The LaRue RISR solves these problems.
Made in Texas, out of glass-reinforced polymer, the RISR is spring-

E-Lander 6.5 Grendel 17 Round Mag
Features a 6.5 Grendel specific design, heattreated steel body, durable body coating,
reinforced floor plate tags, steel floor plate with
integral locking plate, fully-deburred feed lips,
and white state-of-the-art, anti-tilt follower.

$18.95
Set of 72 $9.99
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Set of six $9.95

loaded, and travels to the rear as the
charging handle is moved to the rear.
When the charging handle is released, the
RISR snaps forward. Designed to fit the
excellent Magpul CTR stock
The RISR comes complete with all
mounting hardware......
.....

$19.00

www.LaRue.com
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Ultimate Upper Kits

Small Block

5.56/ 300BLK/ 6.5 Grendel / 224 Valkyrie

Stealth 2.0 Receiver and Handguard

11

In Keymod or M-Lok

These components are the same used in the latest generation StealthTM
design introduced at SHOT 2016. You have a choice of a 10.5”
or 13” Handguard. The Receiver arrives complete
with dust cover and forward assist installed.
When assembled, a full length of
uninterrupted MIL-STD-1913 flat top
is created. The Handguard installs
onto the Receiver in minutes, using
the supplied hardware and hex
wrench.

$399.00

•
•
•

From $792.00

or.....Big Block 7.62/.260/6.5 CM

M4 feedramp
10.5” or 13” length
Barrel Nut Included

LaRue Ultimate 556/6.5/300 SUURG Kit
Suppressed Ultimate Upper Receiver Group

From $1192.00
We listened: For a limited time, you can get the satisfaction of putting together the finest
AR-15 upper build kit ever offered on the planet Earth, and at a smokin’ price, pick from 4
great calibers.
For years we’ve offered and sold thousands of our complete 7.62 and .260 rifles. And this Big
Block kit’s innards are just like our Ultra-Precision, world renowned 7.62 and .260 offerings.
Same nut-bustin’-gorgeous LaRue chrome bolt carrier group with all of it’s ultra-cool features
that I slipped into it. Same awesome competition-winning Ultra-Precision LaRue barrels.
Same crazy close tolerances on the inside of the billet-machined Upper Receiver. A LaRue
MBT trigger is in the box too. Handguard mates up like it’s a monolithic upper, but it’s better,
because it comes apart for easy barrel swaps. I could go on and on, but I’ll give it a rest.
Check out the options on the website, then put together your dream rifle, or have our expert
gunsmiths assemble and test fire it for you.

A military org sent out on
the wires an invite to the
industry to make them
something. Must be this
long, weigh no more than
this much, etc.
Soon after submissions were
submitted back in summer
of 2016 to the test facility,
gov’t backed up and punted,
and some months later, a
new SURG invite went out,
with a few more features
added to their laundry list
of wishes. It could be a little
heavier, a little longer, yada, yada. We took the new features wanted into account, then modified
our SURG 1.0 submission to become - voila’ - SURG 2.0. We added some length onto the can,
and added our LBG / LaRue BurnGuard, put a little more meat in the barrel, etc.
In a nutshell, the SUURG Kits are a lot like the UU Kits, but with more stuff. It was suggested we
add the SURG 2.0 to the kit roster, so BAM, we are doing exactly that.
Calibers you can order = 5.56, 6.5 Grendel, or 300 BlackOut. The barrel length is 11.5” long on
all calibers, the LaRue SURG brake is ‘pin and welded’ onto the barrel so it fits the “over 16 inch”
barrel regulation (keeping you from having to pay a Short Barrel Tax). The SUURG kit comes with
one LaRue SURG suppressor ... which has the same Class 3 transfer stuff any suppressor is subject
to.
- Mark LaRue

$1995.00

www.LaRue.com
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LaRue Stealth Uppers 5.56

Stealth

Stealth 5.56 Barrels:

LaRue Tactical 5.56 Stealth Sniper System LT011

Many Stealth Upper owners boast of groups
smaller than ½ MOA. Stealth Barrels are
available individually in lengths from 12”,
14.5”, 16”, 18”, & 20”. Stealth barrels are
chambered in .223 Wylde, 1-in-8 twist rifling
in medium-weight contour.

Just pull the pins on your old upper, swap it with the Stealth. The Stealth
has earned a great reputation for its sub-MOA accuracy, with reports
of consistent hits on 4-inch steel plates out to 400 yards with 77
grain Mk262 ammunition. Assembled using our CNC-machined
Stealth Billet Upper (LT-007) as the backbone, complete
Stealth Uppers are available in 12”, 14.5”, 16”, 18”, & 20”
barrel-lengths with the LT handguard length of your
choice. Complete Stealth Uppers come expertlyassembled and tested with Receiver, Free-float
Handguard, Barrel, Low-Profile Gasblock and
Tube, Mil-Contract M16 Bolt Carrier Group
and Charging Handle.
$1195.00

Barrels:

LaRue Barrels are chambered
in .223 Wylde (to handle
.223 and 5.56 safely while
increasing accuracy), with
1-in-8 twist rifling in mediumweight contour.

Free-Float Integrated Rail System:

Our two-pin proprietary barrel nut system,
with its locking anti-slip plate, sets LaRue’s
CNC-machined handguards apart from the
competition. Once properly installed, there is
no chance of movement whatsoever.
The side and bottom rails are narrow and
streamlined, while rails work with both mil
issue and standard covers. QD sling-swivel
socket integrally-mount at the base of each
side for 2-point slings.
Additionally, our Free-float Rail system
provides an excellent heat-sink feature that
pulls heat away from the chamber area.

Barrels
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Recommended barrel length / handguard
lengths:
20” Barrel:
18” Barrel:
16” Barrel:
14.5” Barrel:
12” Barrel:

13.2”
13.2”
13.2”
13.2”
11.0”

12.0”
12.0”
12.0”
12.0”
10.0”

11.0” 10.0”
11.0” 10.0”
11.0” 10.0”
9.0”
7.0”

Optional
hardware
available
separately: USGI
Barrel Nut, LaRue
LT202 Low-Profile Gas
Block, Gas Tube and Gas Tube Pin.
$225.00

Upper Receiver:

The LaRue Stealth receiver is an improved
version of the currently fielded mil-spec flat-top
receiver.
Machined from billet aluminum, the
Stealth is designed with more
material in critical areas to
stiffen and strengthen the
receiver, maximizing
the weapon’s overall
accuracy.

About Our M16 Bolt-Carrier Group:

Assembled to TexasSpec™ our Bolt Carrier
Groups use the same mil-spec hardware
used military-wide. Additionally, LT assembly
enhancements greatly minimize bolt-related
failures. Mil-spec gas-key contact areas are
precision surface-ground flat for zero
gas leakage and then max-staked
to eliminate all chances of
vibration-induced
failures.
*Not sold
separately

www.LaRue.com

Stealth Upper orders ship with the
following items at no charge:
•
•
•
•
•

LaRue RAT Stock (black)
LaRue A-PEG Grip (black)
LaRue IndexClips w/ Handstops (black)
Special Edition Dillo
Test Target (3-round group)

Barrels arrive with a LaRue Precision Barrel
Extension installed, threaded muzzle
(1/2x28), precision gas hole, and gas block
divots at the 6 o’clock position. All barrels
are available with either Standard or M4 Feed
Ramps.

www.LaRue.com
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Looking For

By Todd Hodnett

reticle custom made for your gun, caliber and DA. The T3 reticle will be available in the Fall of
this year. But if you’re looking for a MOAR, Mil-XT, or a Mil-C reticle, these are available as well.

I am always interested in the latest in what the
world of optics has to offer. The wait for something
really different and “next level” can seem to take
a considerable amount of time. The last time it
happened to me was when I shot the prototype 7x35
Nightforce scope several years ago. The 7x35 was
truly a next level scope and is still today one of my
favorites.
The one thing I always am on the lookout for is a
scope that has as many of the options as I would like
to see at an affordable price. The largest buyer of
scopes in the US, is the hunting market and cost is the
biggest concern for this group. I would rather spend
my money on glass first as you will never realize the
capability of your rifle without a scope that has the
quality to reveal it. For some price comes first, but in the world of glass, the old adage of
“you get what you pay for” is kinda true in that you are never going to get a scope with $3000
dollars worth of quality glass, critical manufacturing tolerances, and exacting quality control for
only $1000. Unfortunately this doesn’t mean you always get the quality just because you spent
your hard-earned money either.
This year I was in Orofino Idaho on a
backcountry flying trip and stopped in at
NightForce to say hi and check out what
was new. I was introduced to the newest
NX8, the 4-32X50 F1 scope and was
allowed to take it for a spin with some of the guys and gals from NF. I was really impressed
even before I heard the price.
This is a real hunting scope in my opinion. It offers a small package, but has a large enough
objective lens that you are not giving up last-light capability. It is short and light enough to
carry, yet is substantial enough that you know it won’t let you down on a once-in-a-lifetime
hunt.
It offers the ability to get
into the T3 reticle at a great
price. This gives the average
hunter the same patented
capability that the military all
over the world has decided
to make as standard when it
comes to wind calls. Once
you have shot the T3 and
understand the wind dots and
how to calibrate them, you’ll
understand why the military
adopted it: its like having a

www.LaRue.com

A New Scope?
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Mil-C
MOAR
MIL-XT
T3
NF offers the 2.5x20 and the 4x32 in the new NX8 line. The 50mm objective gives you great light
gathering capability for those early mornings and late evening hunts. Along with the short 13.4”
and 29oz weight, this optic is truly an amazing option for your next hunting scope.
At one time, I was probably
like the rest of the masses,
and thought 32x was too
much power on a scope. All
the old school arguments
would be: it’s too much
magnification, the eye relief
will be critically small, mirage will blow out the
image. None of these objections stand up.
Higher magnification simply makes the NX8 a
more versatile tool. With this much power, you
can, under the right circumstances, utilize your
rifle scope as a spotting scope. When you’re really
wanting to go light weight, you can carry a single
piece of glass. I don’t always take the shot using
the highest magnification on my scope. When its time to shoot, reducing power mitigates mirage;
you can simply control the optimum magnification for your environment.
The 2.5-20x50 model is a strong contender too, with enough magnification for most long range
shots. it gives even more elevation travel (110 MOA/32.0 MRAD vs 90 MOA/26.2 MRAD).
Another reason to consider the 2.5-20x50 is that the 2.5x low end combined with the 50mm
objective captures all the light available when it comes to those closer low-light shots you often
encounter while hunting.
So, what are we not getting in this scope that we get in other NF high end scopes? From what I
can see, the only thing long-range shooters might notice is slightly less elevation capability. But
let’s look more closely at that. This scope has 26 mils or 90 moa of full travel. What does that
really mean? I try to teach in my course that a shooter should set up a rifle for the range one
expects to shoot the majority of the shots from that rifle. Everything is a tool and we need to
make the most of the tool and not treat a gun like a crescent wrench. For example, I would not
buy a 300N and shoot it at 300m for most of its use. A 300N is capable of 1500m and out past
2000m, so I would make sure the scope would have the ability to have a reticle in the center
of the glass at that range or at least be able to make a shot while holding my mil hold while the
Cont’d on p 75
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LT104
The best mount made for
attaching high-power riflescopes onto flattopstyle AR15’s. Period.

aRue mounts set the gold standard in the shooting community for their close-tolerances,
exacting quality, and combat-ready ruggedness. Precision-machined from billet aluminum
and anodized, mounts lock securely to MIL-STD1913 rails in an incredible range of scope height/
eye relief/bell sizes.

C

hoose from the QD Lever Mount line, or
SPR split vertical ring models. Cant available
in 0, 10, and 20 MOA for long range shooters.
Respected, battle-tested and configured to fit
every requirement, for those who demand the
best of the best, LaRue is the solution.

F

or Quick Detach, choose our Locking
LaRue Speed Levers. Lever Mounts provide
outstanding return to zero: optic can be removed,
and replaced, without loss of zero. Guaranteed.

W

hy should I select VFZ™ Mounts instead of a QD Lever Mount? VFZ™ is a new concept in
clamping accessories to MIL-STD-1913 rails. Instead of a horizontal cross-bolt, the VFZ™
uses a vertical bolt that draws up a clamping foot against the l o w e r
angle of the rail, seating the mount similarly to a fullyclosed LaRue lever. Once installed on the
firearm, index marks allow the user to
remove the mount, then reattach
to the same tension, providing
unprecedented return to
zero for a non-QD-levered
mount. The unique vertical
alignment of the clamp allows
components that are structurally
stronger than traditional crossbolt designs.

I

f you intend to leave an optic or
accessory on a rail long
term, the VFZ™ option is
for you.

The LT104 places the centerline of the optic
1.5” above the top of the rail for optimum
cheek weld with a variety of AR-platform
rifles. The cantilever puts the scope out over
the handguard, providing proper eye relief.
Matches height of most NV/Thermal optics.
Precision-machined out of bar-stock aluminum
and anodized. Locking LaRue Speed Levers
provide outstanding return to zero: the optic
can be removed, and replaced, without loss of
zero. Guaranteed.
$210.00

SPR Mounts

The popularity of the SPR Series of mounts is partially
due to an innovative backbone that connects the split
vertical rings.
This design provides a more robust platform for the
optics, increases repeatability, and eliminates the
need for time-consuming lapping.
The rings are precision-machined with the tightest tolerances, and
feature threaded steel inserts, built to withstand a lifetime of abuse

T

he VFZ™ is intended as a semi-permanent mounting alternative to our
well-known Speed Levers. While both mounts will allow the user to
remove the mount from the weapon, reinstall it in the same position, and
return to zero, the VFZ™ mount is intended for users that will not need to
constantly remove and install their mounts (especially in the field).

www.LaRue.com

Precision-machined out of bar-stock aluminum and anodized.
Locking LaRue Speed Levers provide outstanding return to zero: the optic can be removed, and
replaced, without loss of zero. Guaranteed.

www.LaRue.com
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CQ Combat

Return to Zero

LaRue Tactical OBR QD Scope Mount, LT111

19

EOTech XPS with LT110 QD Mount

Designed specifically for the OBR (Optimized Battle Rifle), and available
with 34mm or 30mm rings. Height is 1.535” above the rail, for perfect
alignment with weapon-mounted clip-on night vision
devices. Generous 2.9” ring spacing accommodates
large turret blocks with ease.
Zero cant ensures perfect centerline
alignment (the OBR rifle has 20 MOA
built-in to the rail).

More room for rear iron sights and night vision accessories.
This sight is smaller than the former N-cell battery sight
and runs on a single 123 battery. It also has a longer
battery life than the N-cell style sights. Smaller, lighter
and always fast.

$264.00

The LT807 QD Scope Mount is
available in 30 or 34mm rings. The height
is set for 1.375” above the rail for proper
cheekweld.
$264.00

The LT120
QD Scope
Mount is similar in design to

the LT111, however it allows the scope to be
mounted lower to the bore. It is available in
34mm or 30mm rings. The height is set for
1.285” centerline of the scope above the
M1913 Picatinny rail. Will not work with
scopes that have an Objective Housing larger
than 56mm which is the largest that will fit
and still allow the use of lens caps. The mount
has a 0 MOA built-in cant.
$264.00

LT123
The perfect-

match for the
LT113 on
Remington
700 model
rifles. Positions
the centerline of
the optic 1.28” above the
top of the rail.

$210.00

Models Available (both with standard 65 MOA
circle with 1 MOA aiming dot reticle)

•
•

XPS-2.0 Not Night-Vision Compatible
XPS-3.0 Night-Vision Compatible

$525.00

LT112

The PSR has built in 20 MOA
and offers the same great features as our
LT111.
The LT112 QD Scope Mount is designed for
users that have a monolithic upper and need
20 MOA to save them some elevation. The
height is set for 1.535”.
The LT112s ring spacing of 2.9”
allows the mounting of the US
Optics T-PAL scopes.
Comes
complete
with spare
mounting
screws with
wrench, QD
adjustment
wrench, and
instructions.

QD mounts for military optics are preferred
to bring additional versatility to your weapon
platform. The difference with a LaRue Mount is
that it returns to zero when you put it back on.
A patented locking system pulls your optic
back exactly at the same tension time after
time. 30mm rings

•

Available in 30 or 34mm ring configurations.
$264.00

www.LaRue.com

Used in combination with a magnified
scope, the LT-724 mount positions the
excellent Aimpoint Micro T or H series off
to the side, so you’ll have all the benefits of
a red-dot simply by rotating the rifle a few
degrees for rapid transition to close-range
targets. Can be mounted to left or the right,
at 45 degrees off of the scope tube.
$124.00
Mount only.

LT751
Absolute Co-witness

LT660
1/3 Co-witness

www.LaRue.com
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COMBO/Aimpoint 3X and 6X
Magnifier and LT755-30S QD
Mount
(SHORT)
Extend the
capability of red
dot tactical optics
with compact 3X or
6X power magnification.

Aimpoint Pro Patrol with Mount

Unit rotates to side when
not in use. Deploys in
seconds to engage longer
range targets.
From $339.95

Mini Red Dot
AIMPOINT MICRO T2 and LaRue Mount COMBO
Since its introduction in 2007, the Aimpoint Micro has become the worldwide
standard for compact reflex sights. Retaining its compact size, durability, light
weight, and extremely long battery life, the T2 adds: a new sight housing which
allows the addition of front and rear protective flip covers and anti-reflective
devices, physical protection for the sight’s adjustment turrets, increased
durability added to the mount threading, and increased ruggedness for the sight’s
internal electronics.

Everything you need in a nicely-priced
package, for those on a budget.
The Patrol Rifle Optic incorporates many
never before seen features to maximize
this sight’s performance. A hard-anodized
30mm tube encloses a high efficiency circuit
that allows the sight to be turned on and left
on for up to three years on a single battery.
Night vision compatible. Recessed lenses
and flip covers protect lenses. A transparent
rear lens cover allows rapid use. 2 MOA red
dot for maximum accuracy at all distances.
Mounts: Lever or VFZ. 1.7” above the rail
for 1/3 co-witness. Built-in watertight storage
compartment for an extra battery.
Standard LT150 or Cantilever LT129 for
room to mount NV or even an Aimpoint 3X
Magnifier.
$441.00

LT751 By overwhelming demand, we

developed this QD-mount for the T-1/T-2 &
H-1/H-2 in order to provide users absolute
co-witness with iron sights. The LT751 is
designed specifically for use with standard
AR15 flat top receivers, with irons flipped
in the “down” position. “I-beam” design
provides a better field of view and is lighter
than our LT660 mount. Like all LaRue mounts,
it is precision-machined out of bar-stock
aluminum and matte black anodized to
provide a durable non-reflective surface
finish. The locking LaRue
Speed Lever provides
outstanding return
to zero, the optic
can be removed
and replaced
without loss of zero.
$107.00

www.LaRue.com

From $774.00

RMR Adapter Ring Half, LT742

Converts your LaRue SPR mount to carry
a Trijicon RMR backup sight. Fits any 30mm
vertical ring riflescope mount LaRue makes.
Simply replace one side of a set of rings with this
upgrade and attach the RMR. The canted angle
makes it easy to locate the dot, as it places the dot relatively close
to the primary optic’s height over bore as you rotate the rifle.
Reversible to work on either left or right side.
$68.00

Trijicon RMR Type 2, Adjustable LED w/ QD Mount
Developed to improve precision and accuracy with any style or caliber
of weapon, the Trijicon RMR (Ruggedized Miniature Reflex) Type 2 is
designed to be as durable as the legendary ACOG. The RM06 is an
LED sight powered by a standard CR2032 battery. Housed in rugged
forged aluminum, the RMR Type 2 is extremely tough yet lightweight.
New easy-to-use adjusters with audible clicks allow for quick windage
and elevation adjustments.
With eight available brightness settings, the reticle can be manually
adjusted by pressing the plus or minus buttons on either side of the unit.
The Trijicon RMR Type 2 is tougher than any alternative and suitable for
military, law enforcement and hunting applications.

LT827 Mount

Specifications
• Weight (oz): 1.2 oz w/Battery
• Illumination Source: LED
• 3.25 MOA Dot (RM06); 6.5 MOA (RM07); 1.0 MOA (RM09)
• Reticle Color: Red
$662.00

www.LaRue.com
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DM Capable Combos

esignated Marksman (DM) Optics combine close-range features like highly-visible
D
lighted reticles with magnification and ranging features that extend the effective range
from 300 to 600M.

Vortex Razor HD Gen II 1-6x24 Riflescope
Every component, feature and performance characteristic of this riflescope is so well thought
out and executed, it’s almost scary. Incredibly versatile and perfect for the AR platform, the
Vortex Razor HD Gen II 1-6x24 is the ideal optical solution for short to medium-range
tactical applications requiring the pinnacle of optical performance.
Optically, the Razor HD Gen II 1-6x24 delivers the highest level of
clarity, resolution, color accuracy, light transmission and edge
to edge sharpness obtainable. Ultra-forgiving eye box with
generous eye relief.

Trijicon ACOG TA31RCO Army Optic 4 X 32

Ultra sleek and built like a tank on a 30 mm
aircraft-grade aluminum tube, the Razor HD Gen
II
1-6x24 features an ultra-low profile, capped windage
and elevation turrets for streamlined performance. Zero-resettable turrets offer 50 MOA of
adjustment in a single turn—ensuring ample travel.

Chosen as the rifle combat optic of the U.S. Army, the LaRue 681 ACOG mount positions the
Trijicon ACOG farther to the rear for improved eye relief with M16A2-length stocks, especially
when wearing body armor. Contoured aft-section allows
easy access to charging handle.
Battle-tested ACOG optic provides dual illuminated
reticle for quick target acquisition at close combat ranges
and increased hit probability out to 800 meters utilizing
the Bullet Drop Compensator.
Tritium illuminates the aiming point in total darkness,
and fiber optic self-adjusts reticle brightness during
daylight according to ambient light conditions. This
allows the operator to keep both eyes open and maintain
maximum situational awareness, while engaging targets.

•
•
•
•
•

Green Illum w/ LaRue LT681 Mount

Broad-band, anti-reflective coated lenses provide
superior clarity and light gathering capabilities with generous eye relief and zero distortion.
Only the prism housing moves, so it’s far more rugged than
conventional designs. No-tools windage and elevation
adjustment. Tough, military-grade, aluminum-alloy housing is
waterproof to 100 feet. Length: 5.80 in/Weight: 9.90 oz.
$1513.00

Trijicon TA11F ACOG 3.5x35 Scope with Red Chevron
BAC Reticle w/ LaRue Tactical LT100 QD Mount
Ranging reticle is calibrated for 5.56mm (.223 cal) flat-top rifles out to 800 meters. Includes
Flat Top Adapter (TA51). The chevron reticle
is designed to be zeroed using the tip at 100
meters. The width of the chevron at the base is
5.53 MOA which is 19” at 300 meters.

Reticle JM-1 BDC (MOA)
Eye Relief 4.0 inches
Field of View 115.2-20.5 feet/100 yards
Tube Size 30 mm Length 10.1 inches
Weight 25.2 ounces

$1526.00

Trijicon ACOG TA11H 3.5x35 Scope, Red Horseshoe
.223 Ballistic Reticle w/ LT100 QD Mount
ACOG 3.5x35 scope with Red Horseshoe
BAC Reticle and Target Reference System—
the ranging reticle is calibrated for 5.56 (.223
cal) flat-top rifles to 1000 meters. Includes Flat Top Adapter.
Daytime illumination is provided by fiber optics, and Tritium illuminates the
scopes at night.
$1415.00

Trijicon Accupoint 3-9X40 Scope TR20-2G, Mil-Dot Crosshair and
LT104-1 Mount

Advanced fiber-optic/Tritium aiming-point illumination provides the Trijicon Accupoint fast
target-acquisition and extends available shooting hours. Automatically adjusts aiming-point
brightness to existing light conditions.
1” Tube, Mil-Dot
Reticle, .05 Mil green
dot, 12.2” long, 12.8oz
$925.00

Trijicon AccuPower® 1-4x24 Riflescope with LaRue QD Mount
The Trijicon AccuPower 1-4x24 covers
you for all your sporting adventures.

$1415.00

•
•
•
•

www.LaRue.com

30mm tube
Scope Weight (oz) 16.2oz.
Illumination Source 1 CR2032 battery
Illuminated green reticle in MOA or BDC

$891.00

www.LaRue.com
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DMR Optics

Kahles K16i 1-6x24 Rifle Scope

T

he Designated Marksman Rifle or DMR is a magazine-fed rifle operated by expert marksmen.
The DM’s role within a U.S. infantry squad is to lay rapid, accurate fire on enemy targets out
to 600 meters. Optics for the DMR combine rapid-acquisition and target ranging features.

Bushnell 1-8.5x24 FFP with BTR-2 Reticle and LT Mount
The newest addition to the Short-Mid Range series of
Bushnell tactical scopes. This true 1x scope is equipped with
the ignition illuminated Bushnell Tactical Reticle (BTR-2)
in First Focal Plane. It offers the close range capability
of a red dot at low power and the ranging
capability of up to 10 Mils of hold over at
high power setting. The scope features T-Lok
locking windage and elevation turrets and
11 illumination settings for any ambient light
condition.
$2275.00
Rain Guard HD - Patented water-repellent
coating prevents moisture for a clear bright
image.

The Kahles K16i delivers unmatched optical
performance. With the largest field of view,
eye box, clearest image edge to
edge, true daytime illumination,
and a variety of unique and
innovative reticles, the
K16i is in a class of
its own.
An integrated
magnification
throw lever
allows for instant
magnification changes even in the most
adverse environmental conditions.
SM1 or SI1 Reticle
The K16i, like all Kahles riflescopes,
provides mechanical durability, accuracy,
and repeatability that are second to none.
When failure is not an option and ultimate
performance is a must, choose the Kahles
K16i, as this is the most advanced low power
variable scope ever produced! Don’t take our
word for it. See why so many Pro-Series 3-Gun
competitors choose the Kahles K16i.
$2195.00

Meopta ZD 1-4x22 Tactical
K 5.56 and
LT104-30
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A great
universal scope for short and medium range
shooting, especially in extremely difficult light
and weather conditions.
The collimator function at magnification 1x
and illuminated red dot is suitable especially
for automatic rifles.
Using the 4x
magnification, it
transforms to the
perfect scope for
short range and
medium range
shooting.
Illumination shown
Thanks to these
features this riflescope is
much sought after by all the
professionals who need a universal scope.
$1325.00

Ultra Wide Anti-Reflective Band Coating
- This revolutionary system harnesses
and optimizes visible light, boosting Elite
riflescopes to a world-leading 99.73% per lens.
34mm Tube - For ultimate strength
Argon Purging - Because of its larger atom
size, Argon resists diffusing and bonding with
oxygen for a lifetime of dependable service
and more.

Burris XRT II 1-8x24mm Scope w/ Ballistic Circle Dot Reticle / LT104 Mount
Designed for serious rifle shooters—both tactical and competitive
Provides true 1x magnification for optimal situational awareness and accurate,
both-eyes-open shooting. 8x magnification
creates excellent target acquisition
at longer ranges. Dimensionallymatched precision adjustment knobs
and Zero Click Stop technology.
High-performance optics offer
Hi-Lume® multi-coated lenses.
The lenses optimize target
resolution, contrast, and low-light
performance. Hand-fitted internal
assemblies are triple spring tensioned for absolute shockproofing,
even under severe recoil and extended vehicular patrols. Outdelivers
its modest price tag. Protected forever by the Burris Forever
Warranty™ .
$1125.00

www.LaRue.com

NightForce NX8 1-8x24mm F1 and LaRue Mount

Whether it’s securing a perimeter or taking down an angry Cape buffalo at 10 yards, there is no
better scope on the market to keep the odds in your favor. The true one power of this low-profile
riflescope, combined with our new Power Throw Lever (PTLTM), makes it as quick as open sights
and vastly more precise. Night vision compatible illumination makes this riflescope capable
across a wide range of scenarios, keeping you up and running
at any time of day. The shortest 1-4x riflescope on the
market today, it is ideal for hunting dangerous game,
CQB environments and 3-gun competitions. It is a
riflescope that can literally save your life.
Power Throw Lever, 30 mm tube, 17oz,
Illuminated FC-3G reticle
$1841.00

www.LaRue.com
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Rifle Scopes

Precision / Hunting

nipers and hunters demand the utmost from their optics. Both must make timeS
critical shots at significant distances in a wide range of environments. Our scope
mount combos package proven premium optics with our industry-leading mounts.

Vortex RAZOR® HD 5-20X50
RIFLESCOPE — First Focal Plane
w/ LT104-36 QD Mount

Combine top optics with LaRue’s knowledgeable customer service, and you can be
confident you are making the right investment in your shooting glass.

NightForce 4-16×42 ATACR F1 and LaRue QD Mount

Compact yet powerful, the ATACR 4-16x42 F1 delivers stunning clarity from fully multi-coated
ED glass lenses. Adjustments available in .1 Mrad (12 Mils per revolution) or .25 MOA (30 MOA
per revolution) increments. Eyepiece features enhanced engraving, and integrated Power Throw
Lever (PTL) for fast magnification adjustment.
All of these features are paired with intelligent,
Nightforce F1, first focal plane reticles. Zero Stop
technology allows you to return to absolute zero
just by feel.
Specifications:
Focal Plane: First
Objective outer diameter: 50mm
Exit pupil diameter: 4x:10.3mm, 16x:2.7mm

Vortex breaks new ground with our Razor HD tactical riflescopes.
Built literally from the ground up to meet the demanding needs of
precision shooters.
The Razor HD 5-20x50 is a state-of-the-art long-range performer
built on a solid 35mm one-piece tube and packed with more
than a dozen unique performance and optical
features—including a precision-etched first focal
plane reticle.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eye Relief 3.9 inches
Field of View 22-5.76 feet/100 yards
Tube Size 35 mm
RZR Zero Stop
Adjustment Graduation .1 mrad
Length 15.8 inches
Weight 37 ounces

Eye relief: 85-90mm/3.35-3.54 in
Click value: .250 MOA, .1 Mil-rad
Parallax adjustment: 45 yds
Tube diameter: 34mm
Eyepiece outer diameter: 45 mm
Overall length: 12.6 in/320 mm
Weight: 30 oz/850g
Mounting length: 6.3 in/160 mm
PTL (Power Throw Lever): Standard
Illuminated Reticles

$1825.00

Leupold Mark 6 3-18x44mm w/
LaRue Tactical Mount
Here’s the new scope that everyone is talking about. The Mark 6™ 3-18
riflescope comes in a small, light package well suited to military, law
enforcement and competitive shooting applications.

Reticles: Model C552, Mil-R Model
C542, MOAR
$2425.00

Size does matter. Less than 12 inches long, the scope has a powerful
6x-level zoom range that provides an expansive field of view and rapid
target acquisition at lower magnifications, as well as outstanding longrange target engagement at higher powers.
•
•
•

Length: 11.9 inches
Weight: 23.6 ounces
Field of view (linear): 36.8 feet (3x) - 6.3
feet (18x) at 100 yards

•
•

Locking fast-focus eyepiece
Rugged 34mm maintube creates more than 28 milliradians of
total elevation adjustment

•

Reticles: Horus H-59

www.LaRue.com
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$2675.00

www.LaRue.com
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Scope It Out

Bushnell 3.5-21x50 FFP Elite Tactical HDMR II with Horus
H59 Reticle and LT Mount
At less than 13” in length the HDMR II offers more performance than
any scope in its class. This scope provides long-range precision without
sacrificing short-range capability. The ThrowHammer™ Lever makes
magnification changes a snap with the flick of a finger. The elevation
turret provides 10 mils of adjustment per revolution and is
also equipped with the easy-to-set RevLimiter™ zero stop
for a positive return to zero.
The features on the new HDMR II scopes add up
to more time looking
through your scope and
• Model ET36215H
less time adjusting it.
• Horus H-59 Reticle
The only thing more
• ThrowHammer™ lever
fun than drilling a target
• T-Lok™ locking windage turret 1,000 yards away is
doing it faster and more
• RevLimiter™ zero stop
efficiently.
• Fast focus eyepiece
$1725.00
• 34mm tube diameter

29
5-25x56 PMII LT H59 CM CCW MTC and LT104-34 QD Scope Mount
Designed to meet the unique challenges of high precision shooting. Quality and function make
it possible to achieve exceptional shooting results as well as to fulfill the critical and demanding
needs of official law enforcement and tactical applications. Providing up to a 2000-meter
capability, the 5-25x56 provides a full 5x and a wider field of view. Parallax adjustment is
operated via a separate turret, completely adjustable from 10 meters to infinity.
The illuminated reticle has 11 graduated settings offering precise
control relative to ambient light. The scope includes Schmidt and
Bender’s unique More Tactile Clicks Locking Double Turn
elevation knob that gives the shooter instant
tactile reference to where the elevation is
set.
The entire adjustment range can be
covered in just two turns of the knob so
the user will never become lost within
the adjustment range. Horus H59 Reticle.

$4499.00

U.S. Optics 3 Hole Switchview Lever
This little item makes it easy to adjust your US Optics
power setting. The 3 Hole Switch View Lever is
specifically designed to fit all US Optics Scopes to allow
for easier travel between power settings. It
takes only a few minutes to attach.
Also available in a shorter 2-hole
design.
$85.45

Kahles K624i 6-24x56 Rifle Scope
(34mm) with LaRue QD Mount

The K624i is the perfect example of innovation
and quality derived from 116 years of experience
building the world’s finest rifle scopes.
Kahles Optics, globally known as “The Rifle
Scope Pioneer,” has achieved a gargantuan feat of
95.2% light transmission along with exceedingly
high resolution in a high magnification, variable
power production rifle scope.
Refinements to the internal mechanical
construction enhance smoothness and reliability of the adjustments.
Choose from the proven AMR reticle
or the MOAK reticle with ¼ MOA
click turrets which was developed at
the specific request of competitive
shooters, long range hunters, and
varminters that prefer that system.

$3095.00

www.LaRue.com

Bushnell LRHS 3–12x 44mm and LT Mount
The LRHS- Long Range Hunting Scope is the first member of the brand
new Elite Tactical Hunter family of riflescopes offered by Bushnell.
Based on proven designs developed in our acclaimed Elite
Tactical scope line, the LRHS is not just a Tactical or
Target scope dressed up for the field. It is a purpose
built optic specially designed with input from the
experts to meet the needs of hunters who require
optimum performance at
extreme ranges.

$1425.00

• 30mm one-piece tube
• Reticle: G2H first focal plane
• Zero Stop mechanism
• .1 mil clicks
• Side Parallax Adjustment

www.LaRue.com
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Swarovski X5i 3.5-18x50 P 1/4 MOA and QD Mount
The right estimate, a smart decision, and a clean shot. It doesn’t matter whether
you’re shooting over long distances or honing your shooting skills, you always
need to have the right equipment by your side. The X5(i) from
Swarovski redefines accuracy. Its new spring retention system
and turrets are part of the total package promoting accuracy
and offering you across the entire adjustment range an
accurate impact point adjustment of 1/4 MOA in terms of
both elevation and windage, even in
the most extreme situations. To help
you hit close targets accurately, you
can use the SUBZERO function to
go below the sight-in
distance.
Thanks to
its outstanding optical
performance, this
rifle scope is the
ultimate expert
at long-range
shooting.
•
•
•

Length (in / mm) 14.4 / 367
Weight (oz / g) 28.6 / 810
Central tube diameter (in / mm) 1.18 / 30

$2925.00

S.T.O.M.P. (Sniper Total Optical Mounting Package) LT-STOMP
Easily attach clip-on Night Vision Devices (CNVD’s) and AN/PEQ’s to your bolt guns.
The LT STOMP (Sniper Total Optical Mounting Package) was designed by request to upgrade
conventional bolt guns with an extended MIL-STD-1913 rail for use with issued night-vision
accessories in front of their daytime optics. The end result was a lightweight, extremely
repeatable QD system that acts as a shock absorber to protect sensitive internal electronics in
NV optics.
Available for either long action or short action M-700’s,
the STOMP comes complete with everything needed to
quickly and easily mount PVS-22’s (OSTI), and PVS -24’s
(L3 EOS) perfectly-aligned with day optics. Includes the
M-700 Picatinny base (choose between Long or Short
action), 34mm scope rings (with 30 mm inserts included), and a QD night vision over-arm.
$640.00

LaRue Tactical QD
Mount for PVS-14
LT114

Night
Vision

Mount your PVS14 directly to your
flat top. CNCmachined from
lightweight
aluminum,
this quick
detachable
mount easily
adapts a PVS-14 night vision
monocular to work behind the
Comp-Series of Aimpoints,
inline with our LT150, LT129
and LT659 Mounts.
$162.00

PVS-14 QD Pivot Mount LT755-14

Lightweight and robust pivoting mount for the PVS-14. The captive
mounting screw is easy to mount in the dark, or when
wearing gloves. When installed and positioned
behind the primary optic, the PVS-14’s on/off
switch and gain control are located conveniently at
the top for easy access.
Designed to mount behind
LT-mounted Aimpoints (Comp M2, M3 and
M4), our Pivot Mount places a PVS-14
in perfect, 1.725” centerline heightalignment, providing proper cheek-weld.
With durability and simplicity in-mind,
this spring-tensioned pivot mount
has no buttons and no switches. You
simply grasp the PVS-14 one-handed,
pull back, move it in-position, release,
and you’re good-to-go.
$189.00
*optic not included.

IR HUNTER Mark II
Thermal Scope 1.5x19mm
640×480 resolution / 60Hz

Designed and built by a team of shooters
that has been delivering great thermal
sights for 20 years. No matter the weather,
day or night, the IR HUNTER thermal sight
puts you on target at a highly competitive
price.
$5495.00

www.LaRue.com
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Overwatch

Light Mounts

3232

LaRue LT752 Tactical Surefire
Scout Offset Mount
Over the past few years, the Surefire Scout
series of lights have become very popular,
especially in the LE community. Many
of these lights are being
used on lightweight,
low-profile carbines.
Keeping this in mind,
we designed the
LT752 (shown here)
with an offset.
When
positioned
forward
on the left,
the mount
does not
interfere
with operation of front sights.
Positions a Scout light as close to the
weapon as
possible,
while at
the same
time putting
the light in
optimum
position
for thumb
activation
while
holding the
rifle “at the ready.”
$107.00

LaRue Tactical SPOTR Complete Kit a lightweight platform that
facilitates the combination of a spotting
scope with military-issue clip-on night-vision,
thermal, and IR illumination accessories.
Forward “Z” Rail aligns Leupold Mk4
12-40x60mm Tactical Spotting Scope with
devices such as CNVD-T’s, PVS-22’s, PVS24’s.
$3499.95

$85.00

Swarovski 20-60x80 STR 80
Spotting Scope
The STR 80 combines a powerful
and versatile zoom capability with an
illuminated reticle to give you an ideal
spotter for use at the range or on the trail
to estimate distances or the size of objects.
With an 80mm objective lens and multiple
lens coatings, the scope produces images
that are bright, clear, and distortion-free
across the entire field of view with faithful
color fidelity even in low-light conditions.
A first focal plane illuminated duplex
ranging reticle has stadia markings at 0.10th
MRAD on the horizontal and vertical axes,
with additional ranging markings on the
lower left and right quadrants.
$4008.00

LT271 QD
for Atlas
Bipods
(No Clamp
models) and
DBAL series
lasers.
$85.00

LT272
Replaces
OEM SureFire
Scout Light
mount in
minutes.
$85.00

XT07 switch
provides
reliable,
remote
activation
for X series
Surefire.
$179.00

All come with hardware, QD adjustment
wrench, vial of blue Locktite and
Instructions.

LT270 Adds
LaRue QD
capability
to your
Surefire
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LT707 Flashlight Mount
Simply loosen the ring
screws, insert your
flashlight, and tighten the
screws...clamping the
flashlight’s body securely in
place. Available in four ring
sizes. If your light is not on
the chart above, get the
next larger ring size.
Comes with mount and 2
rings.
$124.00

www.LaRue.com

Quality range accessories go hand-in-hand with our rifles and top
optics. We have meticulously taken the guesswork out of what items are
critical accessories needed at the range.
Photo by Lance Cpl. Tony Simmons

The Bushnell Elite LMSS 8-40x60

The Bushnell Elite LMSS 8-40x60 Fogproof
Spotting Scope has a 5x magnification ratio in
a lightweight, tough as nails package with ED
prime glass for vivid details, and fully multicoated optics for the brightest images and
extraordinary close-up views from extreme
ranges.
$2199.00

Bushnell Elite Binoculars 10x 42mm
A masterwork of ruggedness, clarity and light
transmission, the Elite® gets a significant
performance upgrade with ED Prime
glass. Fully multi-coated and featuring XTR
technology, our Advanced Fusion Hybrid
Lens system delivers 99.7% light transmission
per lens. The result is unmatched
edge-to-edge clarity,
contrast and color-true
imagery. 100%
waterproof,*
fogproof.
Tough,
lightweight
magnesium
chassis.
$549.00

www.LaRue.com
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Long Range Gear
LaRue
SPOTR
LT666x06ADP Tripod
Adapter
Mount QD

Allows precision
shooting while standing or on uneven terrain.
The quick-disconnect LT666 Adapter is
the interface used in the LT666 SPOTR
observation telescope system. It is also ideal
for use with picatinny-rail equipped rifles.
CNC-machined from bar-stock aluminum, it
features a single adjustable QD lever. Comes
complete with 3/8” wrench and instructions.

NOTE: The
LT666 Adapter
only works with the
Manfrotto 322RC2 Ball
Head.
$85.00

SPOTR Manfrotto Tripod
(055CXPRO3)
The ultra light tripod specifically designed
for extreme outdoor assignments.
The legs and the column are made of 100%
carbon fiber combined with magnesium diecasting quick action lever locking collars.
Each leg can be independently set at four
different angle
positions.
This professional
tripod provides
great rigidity
and lightness,
combined with the
best professional
features such as
the center column
system which
allows the center
column to rotate
over to 90 degrees
(parallel to the ground). The top plate
integrates a leveling bubble.
Works perfectly with the Manfrotto 322RC2
Heavy Duty Grip Ball Head to hold SPOTR
scope system, or as a base for your rifle
platform when combined with LT666
mount.
$519.99

LaRue SPOTR Manfrotto Ball Head w/ LT666ADP

Kestrel

Kestrel Elite Weather Meter
with Applied Ballistics &
LiNK
The Kestrel 5700 Elite Weather Meter with
Applied Ballistics updates the Kestrel 4500
with:
• Bluetooth LINK works
with PC/Mac via
Dongle.
• Bluetooth LINK
to Smartphones /
Mobile / Android
/ IOS.
• Takes 1 AA battery
(instead of 2 AAA).
• Battery door is in the
back, sealed away from
the motherboard, should your battery leak.

• Slightly bigger, but fits the same cases.
• Roughly 10,000 data points.
• Employs the Applied Ballistics bullet library,
custom drag models, an exact measurement
of your bullet’s drag profile plus corrections
for Aerodynamic Jump, Spin Drift, Coriolis,
and Drop Scale Factoring to achieve
accurate extended long-range shots.
• Customizable Range Card, expanded
Ballistics Data Table, stores up to 16 gun and
bullet profiles.

Combined with the LT666-ADP, the 322RC2 allows you
to rotate and lock your rifle in any shooting position,
and even let it stand free. The quick-disconnect LT666
Adapter is the interface used in the LT666 SPOTR
observation telescope system. CNC-machined from barstock aluminum, it features a single adjustable QD lever.

• Select either G1 or G7 ballistic coefficients.
• Get ballistic coefficient data for more than
225 long range bullets.

www.LaRue.com

Convert your Magpul CTR into
a precision-rifle stock
Originally designed for the OBR, the LaRue
POD (Prone Optimization Device) adds
a 1.75” section of rail to the bottom of a
Magpul CTR.

• Improved high resolution screen.
• Intuitive screen navigation.
• Scratch and break-resistant window.
• Options of Red (NV - Night Vision) & White
backlights.

The 322RC2 is designed to interface perfectly with the
Manfrotto Tripod 055CXPRO3 Tripod.

NOTE: The LT666 Adapter only works with the Manfrotto 322RC2 Ball Head.

The POD

This creates the perfect
platform for adding
our FUG, which levels
the rifle when shooting
prone. The section of rail
to the bottom also gives
additional traction into bench
rest bags, when not using an extension.
*Designed to work on the
Magpul CTR and MOE
Stocks only – will not
work with
RAT Stock.

• Measure up to 15 environmental
parameters at your fingertips.
$249.95
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$96.00

• “Train” the software to match your specific
rifle based on observed impacts at long
range.
$699.00
OD Green or Tan

www.LaRue.com
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Sgt. Jonathon Blank
Jonathon Blank:
No Summer Soldier or Sunshine Patriot.
By Tom Beckstrand *reprinted with permission
Sniper, Issue II, March 29 2012
Combat comes in lots of flavors. For the majority of our troops deployed
overseas, “combat” will consist of spending their deployment on a large military
base performing support functions or pulling guard duty along the base’s
perimeter. “Combat” is mostly boring.

A small percentage of our troops will bear the assignment of closing with and destroying our
nation’s enemies on the field of battle through fire and maneuver. These are the soldiers who
incur the majority of the risks and make the majority of the sacrifices. Rarely are they the ones
beating their chests about where they’ve been or what they’ve done.
I had the opportunity to get to know one of the sniper community’s most admirable members
this year. I wanted to take a moment to tell
our readers about him. I met Jonathon Blank
on an elk hunt sponsored by LaRue Tactical
last October. Jonathon lost both legs in the
Helmand Province, Afghanistan, during a
battle with the Taliban. His unit came under
intense fire and sought cover in a nearby
compound. The Marines knew that many
of the compounds were booby- trapped
and were being as careful as the situation
allowed. Jonathon stepped on an IED
buried in the floor. The blast knocked him
unconscious.
“...Marines don’t leave one another behind—and
that’s not just a metaphoric phrase. We can
endure that—we want to endure that—and we
will not forget you.”
-Gunnery Sgt. Andrew Perryman

It is a miracle that Jonathon’s teammates
were able to keep him alive. But Jonathon
survived and spent the next year in a
hospital recovering before I met him in the
mountains of northwestern Colorado.

Everyone on the hunt spent the days scouring the mountains
for elk and the nights gathered in an old weather-beaten cabin,
eating chow and telling lies. Over the course of our time in
camp, I developed a profound respect for Jonathon, not only
for the sacrifice he’d made, but also for the man he is and how
he’s handling his loss.
Jonathon joined the Marine Corps when he was 18. He
volunteered for the Basic Reconnaissance Course (BRC) and
Scout Sniper Basic Course (SSBC) at the first opportunity. BRC
and SSBC are two of the three hardest schools the Marine
Corps runs; Jonathon completed both.
As his enlistment came to an end, he volunteered to extend
his term so that he could deploy with his teammates to
Afghanistan. “I couldn’t go through all of this training with
them and then leave when it came time to deploy,” he said.

www.LaRue.com

Always a Warrior
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“What if they needed me?”
Some of us volunteered for
combat because we wanted
to find out what it was like,
how we would handle it.
This is adventuresome and
somewhat selfish, but it’s still
admirable. Jonathon went
because he was worried that
he wouldn’t be there for his
friends when they needed
him. There is no purer form
of service.
Like combat, soldiers and
Marines also come in lots of
different flavors. Jonathon
is the kind of Marine who,
even after losing his legs,
is still driven, Instead of
withdrawing from those who
care about him and focusing
on what he’s lost, he puts his
heart and soul into his rehab
and occasionally goes elk
hunting. It’s easy to perform
when life is being generous;
if you want to know what a
person’s true nature is, watch how he handles a severe crisis. The way Jonathon is handling his
crisis is a lesson for us all.
Jonathon’s service gives him the status among those select few who chose to earn their
position within the ranks of the elite and succeeded. Twice. Along the way, he experienced
the suspense of a predawn raid on an
enemy encampment and the thrill that
accompanies the sound of gunfire in the
dark, visited foreign lands, defended the
weak and became part of a family of
warriors that will always respect him and
to which he will always belong.
Jonathon’s service also required him to
place a substantial sacrifice on the altar
of freedom. But with that sacrifice and
his determination to keep on living, he
has earned the respect and admiration
of a brotherhood of men who may
never fully understand the scope of what he lost, but admire and envy him for his strength and
perseverance.
Serving in combat exacts a heavy toll. Along the way we bury teammates, some of us lose limbs
and some of us die. Those who survive know what it was like to stand in the company of brave
and talented men and know that their place is among them. Forever.
-Tom Beckstrand
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Atlas Bipods

Harris Bipods
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PSR Atlas Bipod BT46-NC and LT271 QD Mount Combo

Harris bipods are quick detachable, and clamp to the sling swivel
stud found in most rifles. We have adapters for those without studs.

The latest generation of the popular Atlas Bipod provides rock solid support while weighing less
than 11 ounces.

Series “M”: Legs eject by spring action. Height settings in 1”
increments.

• Stainless steel springs & fasteners
• 15 degrees +/- of preloaded PAN
• 15 degrees +/- of preloaded CANT
• Estimated range of elevation is 5-9” standard
• 5 Leg positions 45 degree position forwards or backwards
• Novel 45 degree Leg position
• Heat Treated Stainless Steel Leg components
The LT271 provides QD functionality to Atlas
Bipods (No Clamp models) and the DBAL
series of lasers. It replaces the original mount
in minutes.
$319.95

Series “S”: Adds side to side tilt for instant leveling on uneven ground.
Hinged base has tension adjustment and buffer springs for a rock-solid
base. Available for ALL models except the “H.”
From $159.95

MagnetoSpeed V3 Chronograph

Magpul Bipods
LT271 QD Mount Combo

Lightweight Mil-spec hard anodized 6061
T-6 aluminum and injection-molded polymer
bipod brings innovation in ergonomics,
functionality, strength and value together.
An aesthetically pleasing, low-profile design
conceals its mechanisms and hardware,
smoothly brushing off snags and bumps.
Optimized for rapid one-handed adjustment....

or... M-LOK

Legs extend a full four inches, from 6.3” to
10.3” with seven half-inch spaced locking
detents. 50° of total tilt and 40° of total
pan, Exclusive ability to lock pan at 0° while
maintaining full tilt functionality. Just over 11
oz.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$155.95

$104.95

www.LaRue.com

The MagnetoSpeed is a barrel-mounted, ballistic chronograph that has brought modern
convenience to the often tiresome task of measuring bullet velocities. The MagnetoSpeeed
chronographs use ground breaking
electromagnetic sensors, instead of problematic
optical sensors, to eliminate common
chronograph problems. Magnetospeed
chronographs are swift to set up, accurate,
impervious to light conditions, do not blow
over in high winds and easily fit in a range bag.
The display unit stores up to 99 shots per string,
calculates useful velocity statistics and saves the
data in spreadsheet format to a micro SD card.

•
•
•
•

Improved display
A three-button menu system
Battery options are; (1) 9-Volt or (2) CR123s
Easy no-tools access battery compartment
Improved shooting modes, with the ability to now
operate with air guns
Downloadable firmware updates
Advanced data logging and troubleshooting
capabilities
More compact and rugged display housing
Rapid-fire mode with rate-of-fire
Bayonet strap ruggedized with metal buckle and triad thumb nut
Added dual/redundant data connection points

$380.00

www.LaRue.com
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Magazines

6.5 Grendel FDE

Lancer L5 AMW (Advanced Warfighter Magazine)
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Hi, this is Mark LaRue. You may
recall back in 2008 I killed a
nice Colorado bull elk at 405
yards, in a howling wind, with
one shot from a 6.5 Grendel.
I may hold the world distance
record for the 6.5G bagging
an elk.

The L5AWM features a one piece hardened steel feed lip, impact resistant translucent polymer
body, non-tilt follower, aggressive surface texture, stainless steel spring and slide on bottom.
Compatible with: M4 / M16 / AR, HK416, ARX160, SCAR 16, SIG556, ARC, SA80 chambered
in 5.56mmX45 / .223rem. Weight 4.4oz
The L5AWM is the only HYBRID AR magazine available today, featuring the best
characteristics of Polymer and Steel magazine designs. It’s NOT a Polymer
Magazine. One-piece wrap-around, hardened steel feed lips won’t bend or
break; steel reinforces the back of the polymer body.

LaRue IPO - Initial Precision
Offering - - - Offered
Immediately.
We are wrapping up a small-run
of our new gorgeous 6.5
Grendel rifles adorned in Flat
Dark Earth and you can place
your order right now.

From $13.95

Don’t hesitate if you want one and be advised the 125 FDE 7.62 rifles we offered on Jan. 1st,
2016 sold out in four minutes flat.
Lancer 5.56 in 10 , 20 and 30-round capacity in Translucent and Opaque.

E-LANDER
Magpul PMAG® 20-Round AR/M4 GEN M3,
5.56x45 Magazine
The next-generation PMAG 20 GEN M3 is a
20-round 5.56x45 NATO (.223 Remington)
polymer magazine for AR15/M4
compatible weapons.
Modified
internal and
external
geometry
also permits
$13.25
operation with
a wide range of non Colt®-spec platforms.

E-Lander magazines feature a 6.5 Grendel
specific design, heat-treated steel body,
durable body coating, reinforced floor
plate tags, steel floor plate with integral
locking plate, fully-deburred feed lips, and
state-of-the-art, anti-tilt follower. Precision
manufacturing produces
consistency from one
magazine to the
next. Available in
capacities of 25,
17, or 10 rounds.
$18.95

Taran Tactical Major Firepower PMAG30 (5.56/.223) Mag Extension
Holds 35+1 rounds on the PMAG30 - For Gen 2 and Gen 3 PMAGs - Quickly
and easily attaches to and detaches from the magazine tube. - One piece
design; no small parts to keep track of. - Helps mags drop free easier
for faster reloads. - CNC machined from billet aluminum. - Patented,
proven push-pin design. - Hard Anodized in Black or Titanium
Gray
Made in the USA

www.LaRue.com

Our recent run of 375 FDE 7.62 rifles crashed the website. It took nearly an hour to recover,
so the run offering was delayed a bit and took just under 2 hours (but it was 3 times as many).
Anyhow, get after it if you want one.
Now, to these 6.5 Grendel rifles ... these are a modified version of our Stealth 2.0 chassis, in Flat
Dark Earth. Each comes with a matching FDE LT-104 30mm scope mount. The ultra-precision
barrel is a stylish medium weight, 1-in-8” twist 18” long, SAAMI-chambered 6.5 Grendel. Our
in-house barrel shop went with a 5/8-24 thread on the end to accommodate more of the open
market adapters. We are shipping the rifle with what we consider to be the best brake
on the market - ours - our TranQuilo brake that fits our TranQuilo suppressors.
The base rifle is well-balanced and fairly light, coming in at a weight of 7 lbs. 13.2 oz.
I’ve told our guys and gals to toss in a free barrel wrench and a couple boxes of free
shells (ha, “shells”, that’s my grandpa talking). One box is a Hornady factory load, the
other is a custom precision load. You can try both out and buy more from us later if
you so desire. Moreover, since this is “THE YEAR OF THE GRENDEL”, gun stores all
over have all sorts of great 6.5 Grendel ammo to choose from ... it’s everywhere.
There’s one more thing - like the last run of rifles, we lined up a scope that’s perfect
for it, a Burris MTAC 1.5-6, with an illuminated BDC style reticle. Same style scope/
reticle I whacked that bull elk with back in ‘08. If you take the scope option, we will
mount it in the rings and sight it in ... and don’t hold me to it, but I will likely
shoot you a group to confirm zero.
I probably left some highlights out, but as folks that buy our rifles know, no
quality stone has been left unturned.
We’re hellbent on helping you hit what you’re aiming at.
Enjoy, and thanks for your continued business.

$39.99

$1999.00

www.LaRue.com

OBR 7.62 or 5.56
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LaRue accuracy is known world-wide. No
rifle leaves our facility unless it obtains
accuracy of less-than 1 MOA (1.047”) at
100 Yards, and proves it in our 100yard tunnel. Each rifle ships with a
copy of its own 3-round group.

W

ide range of barrel
lengths, muzzle brakes
and handguard accessories
fit the OBR to your needs.

L

ow profile gas block with
Port Selector Technology
for optimum function when
suppressed.

F

ree floating handguard
isolates barrel, and barrel
nut from interference, for
accuracy and to prevent
heat transfer.

B

olt and Bolt
Carrier are
hand-polished
hard-chrome,
with staked,
zero-leak
carrier key.

A

-PEG™
grip for
the ultimate in
control.

B

UIS drop slot provides
clearance for optics.

T

he 7.62 comes with
A2 Stock, in black,
(shown).

The rifle that started it all. The
flagship. The legend. Tested in
battle, proven in competition,
now in your hands.
LaRue’s OBR (Optimized Battle Rifle) was
built from the ground up, using a newly
designed upper-receiver platform CNCmachined from billet, for optimum fit and
consistency, and strengthened and stiffened
in critical areas, translating into maximum
accuracy.

Target-grade free floating barrel and barrel
nut do not contact handguard at any point.
Generous, one-piece top rail with detachable
3” MIL-STD-1913 side rails.
Port Selector Technology (PST) two-position
gas selector. Go between suppressed, and
unsuppressed at the flip of a switch.
XTRAXN™ facilitates reliable extraction
through a wide range of temperature /
chamber pressure extremes.
7.62 features built-in 20 MOA rise to
increase range of optics. Heavy contour,
1:10 twist barrels in 16.1”, 18” & 20”
threaded in 5/8 x 24.

PredatAR 5.56 or 7.62

The PredatAR is designed for those searching for a lightweight, ultra-reliable and accurate 7.62
or 5.56 mm NATO rifle for home-defense, competition-shooting or hunting. The PredatAR
takes the highly accurate OBR 5.56 “Lite” design, and lightens it in every possible way with the
least possible impact to the accuracy that the standard OBR is known for. By contouring
the barrel, skeletonizing the handguard, lowering and simplifying the upper rail, and
utilizing a low-profile gas block, we were able to reduce roughly 1 pound from the
standard OBR 5.56 and OBR 7.62 rifles.

L

ightweight 16” or 18” Barrel.

E

xtended rail for versatile
mounting of lights, optics,
bipods and accessories.

P

atented handguard
mount isolates barrel
from pressure, keeps heat
away from hand.

X

TRAXN™ is a proprietary
chamber feature added
to facilitate reliable extraction
through a wide range of
temperature and chamber
pressures.

5.56 provides 10 MOA rise, in 12”, 16.1”,
18” & 20” barrels, with a 1:8 twist rate.
Threaded in ½ x 28.

H

Base Model comes with A2 stock, LaRue
medium A-PEG™ grip, A2 flash hider, two
LaRue-made 20-round magazines (other
muzzle devices available at additional cost).
RAT™ Stock standard on 12”, 16”, and 18”
5.56 models.

“The Free World needs a 7.62
gas gun that is accurate and
reliable.” -Mark LaRue

From$2245.00
*16” OBR shown with
optional accessories.

www.LaRue.com
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ard-chromed,
hand-polished
bolt carrier.

A

-PEG™ Grip
improves
control.

Barrels are 16” or 18” lightweight-profiled
with 1:8 rifling for 5.56mm and ½ x 28
muzzle threading. The 7.62 gets 1:10 rifling
and 5/8 x 24 threads. Both ship with A2 flash
hider.
Handguards on the PredatAR extend to
14.75”, to suit a larger range of shooting
styles. The zero-MOA upper rail provides
ample room for weapon-mounted NV, day/
night combinations. Both upper and lower
are CNC-machined from billet aluminum
for the optimum fit and consistency. Each
rifle ships with one, 3” long, MIL-STD-1913
detachable rail section.
Both models come with 6-position
LaRue RAT™ Stock and LaRue medium
A-PEG™Grip. Bolt carriers are hand-polished
hard-chrome with staked carrier keys, and
Texas-Spec bolt assemblies. Includes 1
Aluminum Magazine, 1 Rail Strip, and A2
Flash Hider.

R

AT™ Stock 6 position
adjustability and
storage for cleaning rod.
From $1807.00
*Iron Sights not
included.

www.LaRue.com
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PredatOBR 5.56, 7.62, .260, 6.5 CM

T

he most remarkable feature of the
PredatOBR is its ability to be completely
“broken down” and stored compactly.

O

pen the locking, stainless steel
levers on each side of the
handguard, and the handguard slides
off of the upper assembly in seconds.
The Target Contour barrel can then
easily be removed, retaining the gas
tube, gas block and muzzle device.
Reassembled correctly, the point of
impact (POI) will be within 0.0 to
0.5 MOA of the original.

T

he PredatOBR gives you the accuracyenhancing features of the OBR on a
lightened receiver with the capability of
compact, covert storage and travel.

LaRue TranQuilo™
Sound Suppressor
M308
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The LaRue TranQuilo was designed and engineered for the
LaRue 7.62x51 family of rifles, but it’s right at-home on any
precision .308 with a
5/8-24 threaded muzzle
(1/2-28 threaded adapters also
available). The TranQuilo is 100% CNC machined from
stainless steels. Its design reduces sound to hearing-safe
levels and flash signature to almost zero. CNC machining
of all components results in near zero point-of-impact
shift when comparing on/off repeatability.

BT-2S

The
TranQuilo’s
reducedblowback is
what sets it apart. The design approach implements
what LaRue calls “SOT” (Safer Operator Technology).
With mitigation of gas blow-back in mind, LEPE
(Lower Ejection Port Emissions) reduces dangerous
materials and contaminants that
typically encounter the user’s
face. LEPE is an internal
design that allows a
percentage of pressure
to bypass the main flow-path, resulting in extremely low gas blowback and soft recoil with the benefit of optimum noise and flash
reduction.
All components are manufactured from a combination of 17-4 PH
Stainless Steel and Incoloy A-286, 17-4 PH (Precipitation Hardening)
and are precisely engineered to fit together
solidly and perfectly, with no welds to fail, or
dimensionally migrate as heat builds up.
To ensure the suppressor remains locked when
attached, a captive locking-ring securely grips
the suppressor to the adapter. Knurled bands
provide structural robustness and add grip for installation and removal.
The open, angled, four-prong tip reduces the small residual muzzle flash.

(Meticulously Built
Trigger), a 2-stage
innovation that
gives you target
precision with
battle-tough
engagement.

The Muzzle-Brake Adapter is also precision-machined from 17-4 PH
Stainless Steel. Even though the TranQuilo was designed as a .308
suppressor, it also works well on .223 rifles. Adapters are available in
both 5/8-24 and 1/2-28 threads. The Adapter’s patented dual-shouldered design seats the
suppressor in perfect alignment to the bore, and eliminates gas from escaping to the rear of the
suppressor, keeping attachment threads clean and free of carbon. The TranQuilo Adapter comes
with a theta shim kit.

I

ncludes a Port Selector
Technology™ (PST) gas block
for optimum function when
using a sound suppressor.

Z

ero-MOA
upper
rail
provides plenty of room
for night-vision day/night
combinations.

H

andguard bolts directly
to the proprietary upper
receiver, creating a true
“free-float” barrel.

M

R

ail sections provide a robust, lightweight
mounting space for aiming lasers,
illumination and bipods. Three included
3-inch MIL-STD-1913 rail sections can be
positioned anywhere along the handguard,
using the supplied (Torx® T-15 wrench).
Reinforced, threaded stainless-steel hardpoints are placed along the entire length
of the handguard at the 3, 6, and 9 o’clock
positions.

W

rapped in the optional Rollup Bag this
target-grade battle rifle fits easily into
our 20” L x 8.9” W x 9.7” D Toolbox.

R

AT™ Stock - 6 position
adjustability with storage
for a cleaning rod. Height
is optimized for a perfect
cheek weld.

Weight: 23 oz.
Length: 8”
Diameter: 1.50-1.75”
Finish: 17-4 PH Stainless Steel
Adapter: LaRue Muzzle Brake, SS 17-4 PH, 5/8-24
thread and 1/2-28 threads.
$699.00

From $2245.00

www.LaRue.com

www.LaRue.com
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Case Solved

The perfect ruggedized case for your Tactical Rifle
Designed to hold up to 20” barreled AR’s with
collapsible stocks. Overbuilt for a lifetime of
hard use, this padded case is ideal for your
favorite rifles or even beat-up trunk guns.

LaRue Covert Rifle Case, MkII
We’ve taken the low signature, versatile Covert Case to a whole
new level.
Based on feedback from our customers, we decided to upgrade
the MKII Covert Case with a variety of enhancements. We’ve made
it an inch and a half wider, and an inch deeper. These dimensions
may sound small, but they provide the needed room to easily add
longer barrel-length uppers (like 18”) and also position uppers
vertically (to save room). We replaced the mesh pockets with a
10” x 7” Velcro loop panel and a 9” x 7” pocket. The loop panel
provides a base for a variety of hook-backed accessories. The
pocket has a YKK zipper and 5 rows of MOLLE Web. The movable barriers now have hingepoints for easy positioning and customization. Velcro on the hinge-points allows users to branch
off additional smaller barriers in order to make compartments. Made in Texas, USA.
Overall construction is of abrasion-resistant Cordura nylon, the case has rigid, densely, padded
walls which protect your valuable contents without taking up space. Generous use of hook and
loop surfaces allow as many configurations as you can imagine. Exterior 27.5” x 11” x 4.5” (the
old version was 26” x 12” x 3.5”)
In: Black, Blue, Charcoal, Coyote Brown, Foliage, Navy, Ranger Green, Red.
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LaRue Rifle Bag

$194.95

Versatile, Covert, Convertible

Exterior:
42” x 12” x 3.5” (excluding mag pouches). Heavy Cordura
shell with a pair of 2” wide web carrying handles.
A 21” x 7” pocket keeps paperwork within reach. 5 magazine
pouches on the front are designed for either 5.56 or 7.62
mags. Each measures 6” x 3” x 1.5”. Each mag pouch flap is
adjustable with a strap/QD buckle, to accommodate contents up to
8” long (USGI Mags with Ranger Plates fit perfectly).
On the back are two padded adjustable shoulder straps.
Each strap adjusts from 16” to 33”. A 5.5” x 4.5” YKKzippered clear pocket is great for ID, range cards, etc.
A D-Ring is also added at the end of the bag, as an
additional hard-point.
Interior:
Opening the heavy YKK zipper reveals a padded inner wall that acts as a fly to keep
contents from rubbing against zipper teeth, and also provides protection from the elements.
Contents are protected by 1” thick foam walls, sandwiched between Cordura.
The interior dimensions are 41” x 11” x 1.5”, easily accommodating
most rifles. Two 14” x 2” hook and loop straps help keep contents
secure. A 14-point 2” lash-down web panel allows the user to position
the straps where they’re needed most. A removable 14” x 11” padded
panel provides added protection.
Made in USA Colors: OD Green, Black, Tan

Accuracy First Shooting Rest Bag

Stability and proper position is very
important in the world
of precision shooting.
This little “bean
bag” is the
perfect size
for the precision
shooter. It can be
formed into a variety
of shapes and heights to
accommodate the proper
shooting position on a variety
of surfaces, especially uneven ground.
Measures 8” x 5” x 2” and is patterned in
MultiCam, embroidered with the “Accuracy
1st” logo.
$29.95

www.LaRue.com

$159.95

Armageddon Gear X-Wing Enhanced
Rear Bag
Built with rugged Cordura Nylon with QD
swivel mount.
Strap with Velcro can attach to rifle stock,
forend, or wherever needed. The X-shaped
bag provides a secure resting place for your
riflestock, regardless of
orientation. Proudly
made in the USA,
with lifetime
warranty!
Colors:
Coyote Brown or Black
$44.45

www.LaRue.com
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Storm iM3100 Gun Case

Hardigg Storm Cases provide the safest transportation for sensitive, expensive or vital
equipment. Every Storm case is Airtight, Watertight and Virtually Unbreakable. All Storm Cases
are Guaranteed for Life - Nothing Stands up to the Power of STORM.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Six Press & Pull Latches
Two Double-layered, Soft-grip Handles
Two Padlockable Hasps
In-line Wheels
Vortex® Valve
Powerful Hinges
Lightweight Strong HPX® Resin
Watertight
Guaranteed For Life
Interior Dimensions:
44.00” x 14.00” x 6.00” (111.7 x 35.5 x
15.2 cm)
Available in Black, or OD Green.
$189.95

Storm iM3300 Gun Case

iM2306 Pelican Case

Same rugged features, but 6” longer than
3100 (above).
Interior Dimensions:
50.50” x 14.00” x 6.00” (128.2 x 35.5 x 15.2
cm)
Long enough to hold your
new .260 PredatOBR
22” with suppressor
attached.

One of the best ways to protect your
expensive scopes and fragile items when
traveling. Easy to remove “pluck foam” allows
the user to configure the internal structure
into whatever custom shape they want.

Available in black, or OD green.
$214.95

Features:
• Two Press & Pull Latches
• Double-layered, Soft-grip
Handle
• Two Padlockable
Hasps
• Vortex® Valve
• Flush Powerful
Hinges
• Meets Carry-on
Regulations
• Lightweight Strong
HPX® Resin
• Watertight
• Dustproof
• Guaranteed For Life

Pelican 1750 Hard Case
and M.O.A.B Soft Case
Pelican 1750 Hard Case:
Pelican cases provide the safest
transportable environment for sensitive,
expensive or vital equipment. Every
case is Airtight, Watertight and Virtually
Unbreakable.
M.O.A.B Soft Case:
• Velcro straps that allow the freedom to
convert the MOAB into a shooting mat.
• 5 Magazine pouches that will hold (2) 5.56 30
round magazines or (1) 7.62 20 round magazine.
• 1 extra large pouch for convenient storage of your Harris Bi-pod.
• The MOAB is completely padded with closed cell foam to ensure that your valuable
firearms and accessories are well protected.
• MOLLE strips for added accessories such as your new Kestrel Weather
Meter, Ballistic Calculator, or detachable Suppressor.
• Internal pocket for storage.
• Adjustable Velcro/ MOLLE strips to secure your rifle.
• Fully adjustable shoulder straps for easy carry.
• Designed specifically to fit inside the 1750 case.
$489.90

LaRue Tactical Improved Discreet
Soft Case

Storm iM3100 Hard Case/ LaRue
Soft Case Combo

Fits AR-type rifles with up to 16” barrel
(with collapsible stocks). Larger rifles can be
broken down and secured to MOLLE strips.
Removable padded separator. Five integral
20 or 30-round AR mag pockets. Zippered
8 ½” x 7” pocket with MOLLE webbing.
Zippered 5 ½” x 7” widowed pocket for
papers.
Dual-zippered closure, built-in handles with
Velcro roll-over flap. 2”-wide adjustable
shoulder strap extends from flush to 48”.
In Black or Desert Tan.

Specifications:
Interior (L x W x D)
17” x 6.3” x 6.2” (43.2 x 16 x 15.7 cm)

All the advantages of a hard and soft case
at a great discounted price. Our Improved
Discreet Case is lighter, easier to carry, and
compact to store when empty.
The Storm iM3100 hard case offers shock
and crush protection, plus the ability to
secure with locks when needed.
LaRue Improved Discreet Case fits perfectly
into the Storm iM3100.

Exterior (L x W x D)
18.2” x 8.4” x 6.7” (46.2 x 21.3 x 17 cm)
$148.27

www.LaRue.com
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Interior:
36.50” x 14.00” x 6.00” (92.7 x 35.5 x 15.2
cm)
$354.95
$184.95

www.LaRue.com
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Target Technology

TG - FAST

Free-standing Agile Steel Target
The LaRue FAST is a lightweight and
portable reactionary target that can be
setup in minutes. The FAST uses 4” x 4”
posts, available at most lumber
dealers. Precisely manufactured
from high quality materials and
designed to survive the toughest
environments and roughest
treatment.
Free-Standing Non Powered Easy
to setup and position, needs no
batteries or power.
Man Portable 39 lbs total weight.
Minor assembly required.
Battle Tough 3/8” thick 500 Brinell target.
Suitable for .223s and .308s. Excellent for
shotgun and handgun training too!
Targets are weather-proof, leave it out year
round.
FAST Assembly
Free-standing Agile Steel Target. Includes
Target, Base Plate,
Spall Plate, and
retaining Pins.
(Does not include
the 4” x4” post,
Post Guard or
Post base).
Post Guard
This optional
armor plate
slides into the
base assembly,
hanging down
in front of the
4” x 4”, offering
protection from
impacts below
the target.

LaRue Tactical Sniper
Target -TG1
LaRue Targets are made of the highest
quality materials and are produced on
computer numerically controlled (CNC)
machinery that gives consistent high quality.
The overall dimensions are 28 inches high,
32 inches wide and is made of 3/8 inch
steel plate that is hardened to 500 Brinell.
Silhouette plates are rated to accommodate
7.62mm NATO, but have
been shot them with .300
Winchester Magnum at
ranges as close as 200
meters without ill effect.
LaRue targets are battery
powered and will
cycle through
approximately
1,800 down
and up cycles
before requiring
a recharge. After
being hit, the
target returns to the upright position and
automatically shuts off until the silhouette
is again hit and knocked down. This is
the primary reason for the systems long
battery life. It also precludes having to turn
the targets off and on, although there is a
master on/off switch.
The targets are weatherproof and can
be left out without damage. Users have
reported leaving LaRue targets exposed
to the weather over a year’s time without
affecting their operation. LaRue Tactical
stands behind the quality of its targets and
will repair or replace any target that is found
to be defective.
$2250.00

LaRue Rifle Owner Armorer’s Class

This isn’t a typical armorer’s class. The LaRue Rifle Owner Armorer’s Class is based on the same
highly-detailed and thorough class we’ve given to the government for years. In this two-day detail
intensive class, you will learn everything you need to know from essential tools, to functionchecking. You will leave with the knowledge and skill to keep your LaRue rifle running at its best.
An in-depth take home manual and tool kit for each student will be provided for the class, so all
you need to do is bring your LaRue rifle (of any type) and be on time. You will be disassembling
your rifle down to the smallest components, so prepare to learn more about your LaRue firearm
than you ever have.
Each class will be limited to 12
students, so that instruction can be
most effective. We are expecting the
schedule to fill up quickly so get on
the list as soon as you can.
Some of the topics covered will be:
Nomenclature and Function of all
Major Components
Armorer’s Tools & Equipment
Disassembly of Major Components
Assembly, Testing and Headspacing
Cycle of Operation
Malfunctions (Diagnosis and Repair)
INSTRUCTOR:
We are extremely proud to have Robert Gee as our Instructor.
Rob has over 35 years of experience in the field of gunsmithing and
Armorer training. After graduating from the Pennsylvania Gunsmith
School he owned a successful gunsmithing business for 8 years.
He then spent the next 19 years as the Armory Operations Program
Manager at the Department of Energy National Training Center, where
he was responsible for the training, certification and recertification of all
DOE site Armorers.
Utilizing this vast experience, he has instructed and/or written the
Armorer Programs for companies such as Bushmaster, DPMS, LaRue Tactical, Long Mountain
Outfitters and Sig Sauer after leaving the NTC. Several firearms manufacturers have consulted
with him on various manufacturing issues as well as product evaluation.
Price Varies

Post Base
This optional part holds a 4” x 4” post
vertically, anywhere you want to put a FAST
Target.
$480.00 Complete

Parts available separately

www.LaRue.com
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Apparel

Approved

LaRue Tactical Shirts

Made from comfortable Gildan Activewear

LaRue Tactical Fine Jersey T-Shirt
We’ve added these for folks that desire
a more comfortable shirt. The American
Apparel 2001 is the softest, smoothest,
best-looking short sleeve tee shirt available
anywhere…and made in the USA!

LaRue Tactical Texas Logo on the left chest
and “God Bless Our Troops...Especially Our
Snipers!” on the back.

100% Cotton, with the LaRue Tactical Texas
Logo on the left chest and “God Bless Our
Troops...Especially Our Snipers!” on the
back. And yes, we do have those in longsleeved for the same price.
$19.95

Show Some Pride!
We’ve improved our popular ball cap. We
had the button taken off the top and the
brass grommets replaced with sewn-in
reinforcements. Now, they are much more
comfortable when wearing hearing wrapover protection.
Each hat features a recessed opening at
the right base of the brim that allows users
to insert flashlights with reverse retention
clips (like the SureFire Backup). This allows
the user to keep the light on the top of
the brim. Two sewn-in utility loops help to
keep eyewear from sliding off the brim and
also out from under earpro. The Velcro
backstrap adjusts to almost any size head.
Colors: Olive Drab, Khaki,
Black, UDE

• Fine Jersey (100% Cotton) construction
• Durable rib neckband
Colors: Olive, Slate, Black
NOTE: American Apparel shirts tend to run
on the small size. We recommend ordering a
size larger than normal.

$19.95

$24.95

Dillo Grenade Shirts
LaRue Tactical LONG-SLEEVE T-Shirts

LaRue Dillo Dust Shirt

100% Cotton, preshrunk shirts with the
popular “Dillo Grenade” design.
Red Shirt / Black print
Chestnut Shirt / Khaki print
Charcoal Shirt / Gray print
Sizes available: SM, M, L, XL, 2XL
$19.95

Show off your LaRue pride - in a very
cool way. The
famous Dillo
Dust label
is boldly
silk-screened
across the back
for everyone at
the next BBQ to
see.

LaRue-Embroidered
Outdoor Research Wind
Pro Hat
The “LaRue” Wind
Pro is custom
embroidered with
the world-famous
LaRue ‘Dillo. This
warm, closefitting hat is an
excellent choice
for that cold day at the
range…or for anyone heading out in cold
conditions. It’s made of a hard-faced fleece
that is wind-resistant, water-repellent, and is
highly breathable.
You are gonna LOVE this hat.

$24.95

www.LaRue.com

Color: Black, Size: L/XL

$28.95
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LaRue MicroFiber Game
Guard Shirt

As GameGuard’s best-selling style, the
MicroFiber is a must-have for your daily
adventures. Keeping it simple with your favorite
features- like a vented back panel with mesh
lining, fast-drying performance fabric, UPF 30+
protection and a tagless collar. Comes with the
LaRue Tactical Texas Logo on the left chest.
Short Sleeve

$59.95

Long Sleeve

$79.95

LaRue Tactical Hooded
Sweatshirts

At long last, the hoodies are back for LaRue
fans. Perfect for those cold mornings at the
range. These 9 oz hooded sweatshirts are
meticulously embroidered with LaRue logo
on the front and the back.
$44.95
Sizes: SM-4XL
Material: 50/50 cotton/poly fleece
Colors: Black, Forest, Red & Navy

www.LaRue.com
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The LaRue Library

Applied Ballistics
Combo

Combative Fundamentals,
An Unconventional Approach

Applied Ballistics for
Long Range Shooting 3rd
Edition by Bryan Litz -This
book offers an original
contribution to the long
range shooting sports:
experimentally measured
Ballistic Coefficient (BC)
data for over 175 long
range bullets of all popular
brands. With truly accurate
BC’s, shooters can make
very precise trajectory
calculations.
Putting Rounds on
Target with Bryan
Litz, 4-Disk DVD Set.

“The secret to winning is simple. Master the
fundamentals and then execute them faster
than your opponent.. “
-Jeff Gonzales.
The most
comprehensive source
of information for the
pistol and carbine
available today.
Written by a U.S.
Navy SEAL.
Complete pistol and
carbine information.

•

Applied Ballistics
Accuracy and Precision
for Long Range Shooting - written in the same
easy to understand language
that made Applied Ballistics
for Long Range Shooting such
an enjoyable and effective
book. Long range shooting
can be very technical.
However, author Bryan Litz,
communicates these complex
ideas in layman’s terms, so
most average shooters can
master the subject with little
difficulty.
Kestrel Elite Weather Meter with Applied
Ballistics & LiNK
Bryan Litz earned his
Aerospace Engineering
degree from Pennsylvania
State University in 2002.
For the next 6 years, he
worked for the US Air Force
on air-to-air missile design,
modeling and simulation. In
2008, Bryan became the Chief Ballistician for
Berger bullets. Bryan is also a very active and
successful competitive shooter.
ALL 3 $785.00

• Centered around
adult learning.
• Utilizes lessons
learned from combat and training.
Full-sized 8.5 x 11, packed with 325
pages of information with nearly 50
pictures.
$39.95

M16/M4, Handbook
A quick reference
training guide for all
owners of M16/M4/
AR15 rifles, by Mike
Pannone.
Applies the author’s
more-than 20
years of shooting
experience using
the M16/M4 series
weapons for sport,
training and combat.
This handbook
compresses
operation and
employment of the M16/M4 weapon
system.
Covers: ballistics, malfunctions,
maintenance, and sight/optics adjustment.
Coil bound to lay flat, its 4” x 6” compact
size, fits easily in cargo pockets.
96 pages, with Color Photos / Diagrams

www.LaRue.com

$19.95

STAY IN THE FIGHT!!
This book is
intended to
enhance your
shooting skills
and refine
the tactical
employment
of your
Combat Pistol.
Military, Law
Enforcement and
Civilians alike
will find a wealth
of information
and numerous
tools for their
Tactical Toolbox.
We also discuss the Training Mentality and
Mindset that will help you not only survive
your next gunfight but thrive.
“My mission is to teach you aggressive
techniques that will keep you operating on
the offense; we will push you beyond your
current capabilities. If you are willing to keep
an open mind you will take away valuable
Warrior skills that may be used the next time
you step into the street.”
$40.99
- SGM Kyle E. Lamb

T.A.P.S.
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Tactical Application of Practical
Shooting:
Recognize
the void in
your tactical
training
This book will
increase the
confidence and
efficiency of
your shooting
by providing
training tips
and courses of
fire to help you
significantly
improve your
marksmanship.
Utilize his tips
and techniques
and reap the
benefits as you
shoot.
-Author Patrick McNamara spent twenty-two
years in the United States Army in a myriad of
special operations units.
$17.95

Applied Ballistics For Long Range Shooting 3rd Edition
Exterior ballistics is a very mature science. Unfortunately, most shooters have not been able to
take full advantage of this field of knowledge because it has always been described in a highly
technical language.
In this book, author, champion shooter and Ballistician Bryan Litz breaks down
the complex science of accuracy into layman’s terms that are easy to understand
and apply. The objective of each subject matter is to present information
to the reader which they can use to hit targets at long range.
New for this Third Edition:
The traditional role of exterior ballistics has been to account for the
variables related to bullet flight so that accurate fire solutions can
be computed. Author Bryan Litz believes that ballistics has more to
offer.
Weapon Employment Zone (WEZ) analysis is the calculation of hit percentages. The subject of
WEZ analysis is explored and some enlightening topics are presented regarding the effects of
environmental uncertainties on your hit percentage, as well as how the ballistic performance of
your rifle and bullet affects hit percentage.
This edition also includes the latest version of the Applied Ballistics Point Mass Solver on CD.
Combined with experimentally measured BC’s, this program is capable of modeling extremely
accurate trajectories as verified in Chapter 8.
$49.95

www.LaRue.com
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Practical DVDs

Make Ready With Freddie Blish: Intro To Combat Optics
Many people like to run non-magnified dot optics on their carbines. There is also the trend to
run them on pistols. Yet a good percentage of folks don’t know the difference between the
different brands of dot optics on the market or how to best utilize the optics
within their given applications.
Freddie reviews optics from Aimpoint, EOTech, Trijicon, Vortex, and JP
Enterprises. He reviews durability, reliability, trouble shooting, optic mounts,
the downed optic drill, the occluded optic drill, mechanical offset, parallax
and asymmetric position, reticle tracking, optics for handguns and shotguns,
and zeroing at 100, 200, and 300 meters.

Putting
Rounds
on
Target

Freddie is a retired Lieutenant Colonel from the United States Marine Corps,
where he served 24 years. As the Director of Military Business Development
for Aimpoint, Inc, he developed an intensive training program on their use
by the US Army Regional Training Center firearms instructors, US Army
Mountain Warfare School, USAF Para-Rescue, and I Marine Expeditionary
Force Advisory Training Teams.

-with
Bryan Litz
Applied Ballistics Instructional 4-DVD Set
Champion shooter and Ballistician, Bryan
Litz explains and demonstrates the science of
external ballistics in long range shooting.

Accuracy 1st - Long
Range Made Easy
Volume 1
Disc 1
Join renowned precision shooting instructor
Todd Hodnett and learn: How to best select
the proper rifle platform, scope and bullet.
How to zero. Guest Bryan Litz discusses
ballistics.
Disc 2
Optimal shooting positioning. Proper recoil
management. How to set up the rifle. Todd’s
Speed Wind formula.
Volume 2
Disc 1
Hit the range with Todd to learn: Using the
Applied Ballistics Kestrel, Bullet Diameter,
Truing Ballistic Algorithms, Drag Scale
Factoring (DFS), WEZ Finish with Hit
Probability.
Disc 2
Todd shares the tricks of the trade: Wind
Course, Whiz Wheel with Alice, Reticle
Types. Concludes with a demonstration of
the infamous One Mile Shot.
$76.95

Disc 1:
Accuracy & Precision
Tall Target Test
Chronographs & Statistics
Ballistic Coefficient
Trajectory Terms

$29.99

TReMoR 2 The Refined MIL Reticle
Accuracy 1st Development Group, Inc. puts to rest some of the
common misconceptions about what it takes to be an accurate long
range hunter or marksman with this instructional DVD.
Backed by the expertise of Todd Hodnett, and Bryan Litz, this DVD
simplifies complex ballistics formulas into a fast and easy “second
grade math” process that allows the operator to see the image in the
glass, and engage it very quickly. A shooter who doesn’t have countless
hours of range time, and unlimited ammo can become proficient
with their weapon system of choice, even without a dope book, or
rangefinder.
$29.95

Disc 2:
Primary
Elevation
Influences

Training Tools

Wind
Secondary Effects
Using Ballistics Solvers
Short & Long Range Equipment

TACOST Card Sets, by TRICON

If you’re tired of just putting holes in paper, step up to the
TACOST Card challenge!

Disc 3:
308 Winchester
284 Winchester
338 Lapua Magnum
Extended Range Shooting
Equipment for Extended Range Shooting
One Mile Shooting
Bonus Disc:
“Long Range Competition: It’s Worth it.”
Documentary of long range bulls-eye
shooting.

www.LaRue.com
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$39.95

These card sets were developed by Jeff Gonzalez. When
it comes down to training, Jeff is as serious as it gets. A flip
of each card provides you with an individual and unique
challenge. These drills are categorized into 4 different
groups (Marksmanship, Speed, Baseline and DryFire).
Each group has 13 exercises. Make your way through the entire deck and you will certainly
sharpen your skills. The basic design is based on a standard 52-card playing deck. In fact, once
training is done for the day, you can play whatever card game you choose. The deck includes a
legend, basic instructions, and safety rules. Everything else is pretty much self-explanatory.
$19.99

Available in either Pistol or Rifle.

www.LaRue.com
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Preferred

LaRue Tactical RISR™ / CTR Combo
Perfect for those who don’t already own a CTR. It’s a fact that some AR’s need a cheek riser
to get proper cheek weld for raised scopes or rifles with raised rails. It’s another
fact that standard AR charging handles require a lot of travel, making it
impossible to charge a rifle without moving a collapsible stock all
the way to the rear. The LaRue RISR solves these problems.

Made in Texas, USA, out of glass-reinforced
polymer, the RISR is spring-loaded, and
travels to the rear as the charging handle
is moved to the rear. When the charging
handle is released, the RISR snaps forward.
Designed to fit the excellent Magpul CTR
butt stock without modification, the RISR only
takes a few minutes to install with a phillips-head
screwdriver. Comes with a Mil-Spec Magpul CTR in
your choice of Black, FDE, OD or Foliage
$74.95

Stock
LMT DMR556 Stock

DMR buttstock assembly for 5.56 rifle fits on mil spec carbine
(extension tube NOT included) - SOPMOD cheek rest
for comfort and a better shooting postion - Adjustable
by 45 positions in
cheek well height
and length of pull
and two postions on
the extension tube - SOPMOD
rubber butt plate reduces felt
recoil - Concealed rail for mono-pod
attachment - 2 QD sling swivel sockets - Collapsed length 9.20”
$289.00

LMT SOPMOD Stock
The preferred stock of the US Special Ops Command.
The LMT SOPMOD Stock features an excellent cheek
weld for optimum shooting position. Included
in the stock’s frame, are two watertight storage
compartments that hold batteries or other small
items, like earplugs, etc.. The padded buttplate
provides no-slip surface against chest rigs and
body armor. Easily drops on to any Mil-Spec
M-4 receiver extension tube (Will not fit on a
commercial tube).
$199.00

LaRue Tactical RAT Stock

With simplicity in mind, the LaRue RAT™ Stock was
designed to be the ideal complement to the LaRue
Tactical AR15 family of rifles. The unique 2-stage
trigger mechanism allows shooters to adjust the pull
length of the stock while
in a variety of shooting
positions. The CNC-machined
internals allow for smooth operation
as trigger mechanism is pulled to the rear and
released. The internals provide positive lockup on MilSpec receiver extension positions. The internal
cavity is designed for a snug fit without the need
for an additional
locking
mechanism.
Ambidextrous 1/4”
swivel sockets, and 1”
slots provide ideal anchor points for two-point slings. A locking rear
butt-plate slides open to expose compartments that hold cleaning kit
components.
Colors: Black, FDE, OD, FOL, UDE, Pink, Blaze
*extension tube not included

www.LaRue.com
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Magpul PRS GEN3 Precision-Adjustable Stock
The PRS GEN3 is a field precision stock for AR15/M16 and
AR10/SR25 platforms, featuring tool-less length of pull and cheek
piece height adjustment.
With solid adjustments for length of pull and cheek piece height via aluminum
detent knobs, the PRS GEN3 (Precision Rifle/Sniper) stock provides a stable interface and is
intended for semi-automatic sniper or varmint type rifles. Offering a nearly universal fit, it is
optimized for rifle-length receiver extensions but will also mount to
many mil-spec carbine and A5-length tubes*. Includes a cant/
height-adjustable rubber butt-pad and
rotation-limiting QD sling swivel cups as
well as M-LOK® slots on the bottom for
rear monopod mounting.
$242.20

www.LaRue.com
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Tip of the Spear

LaRue TranQuilo 7.62
Muzzle Brake/Adapter

SJC Titan Compensator,
.223/.308 Black or Stainless
This brake keeps muzzle rise at an absolute
minimum, and eliminates
substantial muzzle blast
associated with other
brakes.

SureFire WARCOMP 556-1/2-28 or 762-5/8-24
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The revolutionary SureFire WARCOMP is the world’s most shootable flash hider. Its patentpending design provides three valuable functions:
It provides over 99% reduction in muzzle flash compared to a plain muzzle,
which helps to conceal the shooter’s location and preserve his darkadapted vision.
It virtually eliminates muzzle rise, which enhances monitoring
of target reaction and staying on target for faster follow-up
shots.
It serves as a rock-solid mounting adapter for all SureFire
SOCOM Series 5.56mm Fast-Attach® suppressors, including
our SOCOM556-RC model, which placed first in
the most extensive and rigorous suppressor
testing ever conducted by US Special Operations Command.
Precision machined from US Mill-certified heat-treated
stainless steel bar stock — including high-precision singlepoint cut threads for optimum thread interface — the
WARCOMP-556-1/2-28 features an Ionbond DLC coating
to provide maximum protection under harsh environmental
conditions and to facilitate cleaning even after extreme use.

The Muzzle-Brake Adapter is precisionmachined from 17-4 PH Stainless Steel.
Provides outstanding recoil reduction. Precisely
located and sized
ports reduce
muzzle climb.
Available in both
5/8-24 and 1/2-28
threads.
The Adapter’s patented dual-shouldered design
seats the suppressor in perfect alignment to
the bore, and eliminates gas
from escaping to the rear of the
suppressor, keeping attachment
threads clean and free of carbon.
The TranQuilo Adapter comes
with a theta shim kit.
$99.00

Designed
and developed with USPSA Grand Master
Eric Lund to provide a competitive advantage
in 3-gun competition. It is legal for Limited,
Tactical and Open Division rifles.
This compensator will reduce your muzzle
rise, giving you better control
of your rifle. Gas vectoring
technology maximizes
recoil reduction
and minimizes
torque and shot
to shot recovery
time. The design
traps expanding
gasses in the baffles and
increases dwell time for maximum efficiency
possible, allowing faster follow up shots and
transitions between targets.
For .308, 5/8 x 24 threaded barrel.
For .223, ½ x 28 threaded barrel. - Blends
smoothly into any .750” barrel.
- Comes with instructions and crush washer.
$120.00 (+$4 for black)

When used in conjunction with a SureFire SOCOM Series Fast-Attach suppressor, the
WARCOMP provides multiple bearing surfaces to ensure superior suppressor alignment and
prevent any ringing of tines inside the suppressor. A rear labyrinth seal mitigates gas leaking
from the back of a suppressor, minimizes potential carbon buildup in the indexing system, and
facilitates suppressor removal after extended firing. Every SureFire WarComp is individually
inspected for concentricity and alignment.
$129.00

Smith Enterprises G6-A2
Vortex Flash Eliminator
Based on the combat-proven Vortex®
5.56mm G6A1 system, the definitivedevelopment of the patented Vortex®
design now features a 40% increase
in structural rigidity.
The aligning
of exiting
gases
helps to
improve
overall
accuracy.

PWS MOD 2 FSC SERIES

5.56 Flash Suppressing Compensator
The unique port design of the FSC
Series yields muzzle control
that meets or exceeds
the performance
of the best
muzzle
brakes on
the market
without
the teethrattling
overpressure
indicative of other brakes and compensators.

The highest degree of flash suppression is
gained using M-193, SS-109 (M855), and
MK 262 service ammunition.
$51.00

www.LaRue.com

$94.95
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AMMO

Applied Ballistics Munitions
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308 Win 175gr Berger Match OTM Tactical

Federal Premium GMM
Long range isn’t just a distance. It’s a state of mind. A
dedication to push further. And it’s why Federal Premium®
builds Gold Medal® rifle loads. The exclusive primer design
provides the best sensitivity and most consistent ballistics in
the industry.

The precision-built Sierra® MatchKing® bullet is shot to win
more matches than any other rifle bullet, thanks to a uniform
jacket that ensures consistent, long-range accuracy, and a sleek boattail that maximizes ballistic coefficient. It’s the only choice for the world’s
most elite shooters.

Gold Medal® Berger® loads feature an advanced boat-tail bullet with a
high ballistic coefficient to provide the flattest trajectories, less wind drift and
surgical long-range accuracy. To get the most performance out of the bullet
designs, these loads use Gold Medal match primers, Federal® brass and
specially formulated propellant, and they adhere to Federal Premium’s strictest
specifications for accuracy, pressure and velocity.
20 Round Box

Applied Ballistics Munitions offers superior ammunition for shooters that require
reliability, accuracy and consistency. Our ballistician, Bryan Litz, uses scientific
techniques to develop each cartridge using only the highest quality components.
Rigorous testing is done to provide consistent velocities and trajectories from lot
to lot, so that each shot is as good as the last.
We work tirelessly to ensure that wherever
your journey takes you; your ammo is Mission
Ready™.
The Mission Ready™ line is built to outperform
any other tactical round while being able to
withstand even the harshest conditions. Whether
you are shooting in the heat of the sun or the cold
dead of night, each pull of the trigger will deliver the results
you demand.
$48.00

Available in:

.223 Rem 77 Gr. SMK (Sierra MatchKing®)
.223 Rem 69 Gr. SMK
.308 175 Gr. SMK
.308 168 Gr. SMK
.224 Valkyrie 90 Gr. SMK
6.5 Creedmoor 130 Gr. Berger Hybrid BTHP
6.5 Grendel 130 Gr. Berger Hybrid BTHP
From $20.00

www.LaRue.com

ATTENTION!
You must be 18 years or older to order ammunition. Ammo must ship UPS ground.
Due to Department of Transportation regulations, we cannot accept returns on ammo.
Please check local laws before ordering. By adding this item to cart you agree you are
not prohibited by federal or state law from acquiring or possessing ammunition. You also
verify that you do not intend to export this product, you are a legal U.S. resident, and you
understand and agree to the Export Policy.

www.LaRue.com
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Give Me One Good Reason...

By Robert Gee
When Mark LaRue asked me to write an Armorer Course for him, I asked if I could write
the class I always wanted to take. Mark told me to write a class reflective of the product he
produces. That was my green light to put together a class unlike anything else out there. A class
where even I would say, “That was the best class I ever took.”
You see, after 40 years in this business I have taken nearly every Armorer class available and
have taught or written several of them. The majority were lacking in the areas I felt were
important topics of discussion and many really teach nothing more than disassembly and
reassembly. Manufacturers took on an attitude of “People don’t need to know more than
that” and the courses reflected what sometimes amounted to a lack of understanding on
their part. It seemed that many classes were written and taught by a firearms instructor who
may have carried the gun for a number of years but had little knowledge of how the thing he
carried to defend his life actually worked. Technical questions asked by us students often went
unanswered simply because the instructor had no idea what the answer was.
If you’ve ever attended one of LaRue’s classes, you’ll remember that I always say “We can
train a monkey to take a gun apart and the internet is full of videos showing that is true.” What
I want students to take away from our class is the “Why’s” of firearms. Understanding what
makes guns work, particularly with the AR platform, is extremely important to your overall
firearms experience.
We start off discussing tools, their use and what you truly need to work on a LaRue rifle. There
are tools you must have, tools which are nice to have and tools that are luxuries making your life
beautiful.
We do disassemble and reassemble as many times as the students feel necessary, but put a
greater emphasis on things like Cycle of Operation, malfunctions
and diagnosis. What happens when I pull the trigger and the
gun goes “Bang”? We all know that Firing, Unlocking, Extracting,
Ejecting, Cocking, Feeding, Chambering and Locking are the
eight steps in making our guns fire and function, but do you
know that there are literally dozens of steps within the eight steps
in that cycle of operation happening in a fraction of a second
and how each of those steps affect the next? Knowing the steps
involved in the operation of a firearm is fascinating stuff. You’ll
walk away thinking of your rifle in a whole new light.
Discussing the math and physics
involved in making a weapon fire, stay together under enormous
levels of pressure, cycle precisely and the critical timing of these
operations will give you new insight to the brilliance of our
weapon designers. I sat down with industry friends who represent
the best of gunsmiths, engineers, firearms historians and even a
real live rocket scientist
to help put together
the best, no-nonsense
information for this
class.
A LaRue rifle is a true marvel of engineering and
we’ll show you how the complexities of the AR
platform come together. LaRue rifles are extremely
accurate and this class will tell you some of the ways
we accomplish this. There are a few secrets here and
there, but we’ll let you know the processes that help
rifles achieve the accuracy LaRue insists on in every
rifle we build.
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Knowing what “Headspace” is and
understanding how it affects accuracy
is something we talk about in depth.
What is it? How does it work? How
does it affect bullet performance
and how does headspace affect
safety. Knowing this may help you in
diagnosing a problem gun you may
have living in your safe.
Malfunctions are unfortunately
a part of every firearm, and the
AR platform lends itself to some
real head scratching problems.
Many of these are caused by
gas problems and the confusing
“time under pressure” black
magic we’ve heard spoken in
hushed tones through the years.
We talk about this in depth and
discuss what LaRue has done to

eliminate some of these
malfunctions. There is a lot of
bad information circulating out
there about gas port sizes, gas
block design, gas tubes, carrier
keys and gas rings. Do you
know why it is important to
keep an accurate rounds fired
record? We’ll help clear up
some of the noise and get you
on the right path.

Have you ever really looked at your fired brass and
read what story it tells you about your rifle? There is
a lot of good information there if you know what to
look for and, more importantly, how to interpret
what you see. Firing, Unlocking, Extraction and
Ejection all show up on your brass case as well as
headspace issues, chamber conditions, magazine
or feed ramp issues. They are all there. We’ll
teach you what to look for.
Care and cleaning are a huge
part of owning a firearm. What
needs cleaning, where does
dirt hide and where should I
concentrate my efforts? Is there
anything I am currently doing
wrong? We’ll talk about it and

give you some insight that may
surprise you.
Lubrication is a must, right? Where?
How much? How often? What kind?
What if I live in the Arctic or the
tropics? Lubrication is different, we’ll
talk about why.

So…Give you one good reason to take a LaRue Armorers Class? There is all the stuff I wrote
above, or you can read what one student wrote in his critique “I’ve been around AR’s for over
thirty years, attended 5 different AR classes and I never realized how little I knew about the
AR platform. I walked out of this class with a head overflowing with information I never knew
existed.”
If that testimony isn’t enough, know that you’ll get a really cool SWAG bag when you attend…

-Robert Gee, LaRue Armorer Instructor
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Backup Iron Sights

Troy Di-Optic Aperture
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Front & Rear Sight
Combo

Troy Offset Sight Set, Front and
Round Rear
Troy Front and Rear Folding Battle
Sight with Tritium Inserts Combo

Durability and dead-on accuracy have made
Troy Industries’ Folding BattleSights the
choice of Special Ops and tactical users
worldwide. The TROY 45 Degree Folding

The Troy DOA, in a combo
package.
The optically engineered
apertures center your eyes
instantly and effortlessly,
providing a clearer target
picture than with round
apertures.

The perfect backup rear sight for low-light
conditions, Troy mounts are durable, heavyduty, and designed to survive the toughest
environments. Easily installed, the rear sight
aperture installs at the exact same height as
the factory sights. With no levers or springs
to fumble with, deployment of the sight
under-stress is easy. The robust stainless-steel

The Rear Sight:
These sights provide lightning
fast target acquisition and are manufactured to exceed military specs. The
rear sight features two settings, one for up to 300 meters and a second
for up to 500 meters.
BattleSights fold compactly to both sides of
the rifle.

cross locking system ensures your sights will
remain up and zeroed in the most extreme
combat conditions. To fold, simply press the
release-button located on the left side of the
sight, and push down. All Troy Sights feature a
zero-canting attachment system for use on all
military and aftermarket receivers.
$290.00

With an ambidextrous sight base, TROY 45
Degree BattleSights work seamlessly with
magnified optics. Easy to install and deploy,
these sights position apertures at factory
height. A stainless-steel cross-locking system
ensures the sight remains upright and zeroed
under extreme combat conditions.
All Troy Sights Have LaRue Logo Engraved.
*Note: Sight is designed to work on same
plane rail systems only. Will not work with a
railed gas block that is higher or
lower than the receiver.
$239.00

The Front Sight:
Exactly the same height as factory, with no levers or springs to fumble
with, it deploys easily under-stress. The robust stainless-steel cross locking
system ensures your sights will remain up and zeroed. To fold, press
the release-button located on the left side of the sight, and push down.
All Troy Sights feature a zero-canting attachment system for use on all
military and aftermarket receivers. Made in USA.
Note: Sight is designed to work on same plane rail systems only.
$199.00
Dueck Defense Rapid Transition
Sights (RTS) provide shooters with
the quickest possible transition
between longer- and closer-range
target acquisition, greatly
increasing efficiency and effectiveness in battle and competition. Designed
by Barry Dueck—Director of SureFire’s Suppressor Division and a top
3-Gun shooter—these sights mount directly to a weapon’s Picatinny
rail, offset from center by approximately 45°. Allows smooth, quick
transitions that could
mean the difference
between winning and
losing a competition, or more
importantly—a gunfight.
7075 aluminum, Mil-Spec hard anodized,
Standard-issue height, Ambidextrous,
Low-profile, ½ MOA adjustments
Rear – 3 ounces (85g) / Front – 1.5 ounces (44g)
$238.00
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Slings & Carry

GrovTec Padded Backpack Sling with QD Swivels
Easily carry your rifle comfortably all day, like a backpack.
The padded, tapered design emphasizes width at the load-carrying position
to spread weight over a greater area. Stretch Web at the base of each
pad absorbs shock without the annoying rebound. Integrated thumb
loops allow for easy shift of weight. Non-skid, durable, long-wearing
material holds just enough to keep the firearm in place without
inhibiting your ability to quickly remove/shoulder your firearm.
Includes premium sewn-in QD swivels.
$39.95

OBR Sling Adapter
Designed to work with the
threaded inserts on both 7.62
and 5.56 OBR handguards
(including PredatOBR
and PredatAR), this
lightweight, lowprofile accessory
can be attached
anywhere on the
handguard where a
threaded insert exists.
A steel insert provides durability and has
inside-radius stops that prevent the sling from
rotating and twisting.
$39.95

LaRue Tactical 1.25 Inch Swivel

Allows a robust push-button QD connection
to any 1.25” swivel socket.
The same swivel as
on our legendary
sling... Handtested at LaRue,
and made in the
USA.
$15.00

Fortis - Rail Attachment Point (RAP)
Compact & robust,
the RAP™ is perfect
in size and function.
Accepts Heavy Duty
quick detachable
sling swivels with
limited rotation.
Made of 6061
aluminum and hard coat anodized to a
deep black finish. Attach your sling with
minimal footprint on your rail.
***Quick Detach Swivel Sold Separately***
$18.95

LaRue Tactical Padded Sling
The quick-adjustable design allows you to carry the weapon at the ready, with the muzzle pointed
downward. Because this sling holds the rifle close to the torso, fast transitions between rifle and
pistol are possible simply by swinging the rifle to the small of the back or along the side. 1.25 Inch
Quick Detach (QD) Swivels at each end, attach to any stock with a 1.25” QD socket. The forwardsection of the sling has a sewn-in QD Swivel connected to a small side-release buckle, allowing the
rifle to be quickly dismounted while wearing cumbersome chest gear and bulky helmets.
The sling can be shouldered off the right
or left shoulder, depending on shooter’s
preference. Once slung, the length can
be shortened to desired length by pulling
on the strap. A cam locks the length inplace.. The lightweight aluminum and steel
adjustment cam is the familiar ALICE strap
adjustment cam used by the military for
years. The 3” pull-cord makes releasing the
cam easy, even with gloves on or in the
dark.
Available in Tan and Foliage, each sling
comes with instructions, ready to mount.
$69.95
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Armageddon Gear Carbine Sling

Fortis M-Lok QD Sling Mount

This adjustable sling has a full 6 inches of builtThe Armageddon Gear Carbine Sling gives
the ultimate utility in allowing the rifle to be
ready for action without sling adjustment while
being securely
held against the
body.

The Fortis QD sling mounts accept quick
detach sling swivels. Blends form and
function and we think you’ll agree that these
look great.
Features:
6061 aircraft
grade aluminum
Type III hard
coat anodized
8 position, nonrotational locking
interface
Weight: 0.38 oz (including screws and boot)
Minimal footprint
Fits M-LOK™ mounting systems

Provides
the ultimate
in weapon
stability by
pulling the rifle
back into the shoulder creating a very stable
shooting position.
Coyote Brown or Black
Made in USA

Made in America

$17.95

$44.95

Q.D. 360 Push Button Swivel Mount

Put your QD sling exactly where you need it.
This low profile rocksolid attachment
locks quickly
anywhere onto any
MIL-STD 1913
rail system.
Includes
blackened stainless
$32.95
steel push button QD
swivel.
Internal lugs prevent swivel from overtraveling and twisting the sling.
• Weight: 1.33 oz.
• Length: .5”
• Width: 1.25”
• Accepts SSQD Swivel
• Sling size: up to 1 ¼”
• Mounting platform: Picatinny
• Material: 6061 T6 Aluminum
• Coating type: MIL-A-8625 Type III Class 2
Hard Coat Anodized w/ Teflon

IWC QD End Plate
This low-profile end-plate replaces the
standard flat end-plate with one that
features a quarter inch QD socket that has
rotation limited geometry built into it. This
a great single-point sling hard point. Made
of billet steel, avoiding
the rough edges
found on laser
cut or stamped
plates. Black
Melonite coating
prevents rust,
corrosion and wear.
NOTE: This plate will only
fit “Mil-Spec” Extension Tubes.
Made in USA. Sling swivel not included.
$18.95
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“Carries Gun Long Way” This fine hand-crafted leather
carry handle loops around the front and rear of a mounted
riflescope, providing a great way to effortlessly carry your
rifle on long hikes afield...as if your rifle was a briefcase. The
soundless leather assembly easily fits to the front and rear of
most scopes. Remove the crossbolt and simply slip it over
the scope, then reinsert for strength and security. The rigid
and reinforced carry handle provides a comfortable place
to grip along your rifle’s center of gravity. Six adjustment
points provide the user the ability to shift the center of
gravity forward and back. All leather surfaces contacting
your scope are the softer “suede” side to insure quiet
traction. When shouldering the rifle the entire assembly
quietly rotates out of the way. Quality cowhide leather,
heavy saddle-quality stitching, and solid brass saddle-quality
hardware will last generations. Made in America by fine
Americans. (patent pending)
$39.95

IWC 45 Offset Rail QD Sling Mount

IWC KeyMod QD Sling Mount

45 Degree Offset
design recesses
the Quick
Detach Socket
as close to the
centerline of
the weapon
as possible
for maximum
clearance. Directly attaches to all Picatinny
MIL-Spec 1913 & STANG Rails. Compatible
with all Push Button QD Sling Swivels.
$29.95

Direct attach
design attaches
to Forends
with
KeyMod
Modular
Direct
Attachment
System.
$17.00

LAW Tactical AR Folding Stock Adapter Gen 3-M
The Law Tactical Folding Stock Adapter works with direct
impingement or gas piston systems. Fits A2, carbine, milspec or commercial buffer tube and stocks. Can be used
with standard bolt carrier groups including: full auto,
semi auto, 5.56 to .308.
Simple one-button release folds the stock. To engage,
just unfold and fire. Stock automatically locks into
place. Integrated single-point sling attachment point
included.
Designed, built and assembled in the USA from CNC machined 4140 steel.
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$259.00

The Survivor Firestarter:
Start a fire in any weather. Safe, simple,
durable, and waterproof, perfect for
backpack, survival/emergency kit,
or tackle box. Made in Texas!
Includes compass and
thermometer.
Orange or Black
$25.00

CAMMENGA MODEL 3H TRITIUM
LENSATIC
COMPASS
Depended on by
fighting forces,
government
agencies, and
adventurous
outdoor
enthusiasts
around the world.
Shock, water, sand
proof, from -50F to
+150F. Seven Tritium
Micro Lights allow navigation
in total darkness. Remains luminous for over
12 years. Equipped with magnifying lens, sight
wire, and dial graduations in degrees and mils
to ensure accurate readings. Copper Induction
Damping slows needle without liquids.
Aluminum frame and waterproof housing.
$86.25
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Wildo - Camp-a-Box Light
Compact mess kit meets all your needs but
weighs not an ounce more than needed.
Functional, durable, and lightweight.
Includes:
- Plate/Bowl
- Lid (Plate/Bowl)
- Original Fold-A-Cup®
- Spork
BPA Free
Dishwasher safe
Microwavable
4.8oz (150g)
7.5 x 5 x 2in (19 x 13 x 5cm)

$19.99

SureFire Maximus Rechargeable
VariableOutput LED Headlamp
Rechargeable Li-Ion with
variable-output LED up
to 500 lumens.
Knurled control
dial. Chargers for
wall AC outlet and
12-volt DC included.
Tough, lightweight
magnesium body
rotates up and
down 90 degrees.
Comfortable to wear,
thanks to its no-chafe fine-weave headband
and moisture-wicking Breathe-O-Prene
forehead pad.
Built-in SOS beacon can run for days.
$249.00

First Aid Kit With Pouch
•

Re-Sealable Poly Bag

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Celox (15g, stops bleeding fast)
CavArms Tourniquet
Emergency Bandage (Israeli Bandage) 4”
4.5” x 4.1 yards Kerlix Gauze 1”x10 yds
Hypoallergenic Tape
Nitrile Gloves
2 Alcohol Preps

$74.95
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Survival
Tactical Medical
Solutions Downed
Operator Kit

There is no excuse to not have this medical
kit on you anytime you’re at the range or
shooting.
Easily fits into a cargo pocket or in your range
bag, it has the basic essentials to sustain an
injured person until they are able to receive
medical treatment.
The DOK is a compact kit that contains
the items essential for treatment of serious
injuries encountered by law enforcement
and military personnel. The DOK is compact
enough to fit in a cargo pocket or glove box.
It can also mount to a roll bar/ protective
shield in a patrol car or tactical vehicle.

Tactical Medical Solutions
R-AID Bag

Stocked to provide life-saving treatment for
multiple casualties,
the R-AID bag is
ideally suited
to work as an
assault aidbag, vehicle
bag, or
combat
lifesaver
bag. All critical
intervention items
are loaded in the
top flap of the bag
for immediate access. The second main
compartment contains items required for
additional treatments and casualty packaging.
The rear sleeve contains triage and casualty
marking materials. The bag provides one of
the most compact, comprehensive treatment
kits available.
The contents of the kit provide a trained
individual with the following capabilities:
Hemorrhage control
Basic and advanced airway management
Packaging of burns
Treatment of penetrating chest trauma
Splinting
Treatment of eye injuries
Dimensions- 16” x 13” x 5”

•
•
•

1 - OLAES 6\”

•
•
•
•
•
•

SOF®Tactical Tourniquet-NH
Olaes® modular bandage
Each Olaes® bandage contains:◦3
meters of sterile 4 ply gauze.
Plastic occlusive sheet included in
dressing pocket.
(Transparent pressure cup that focuses
pressure on the wound and acts as an
eye cup for treatment of eye injuries)
Face shield
One pair of Nitrile gloves
2” Tape
5.5” Trauma shears
$39.90

Scopes normally have the reticle
centered for travel when it leaves the factory. This means you lose half the overall travel if shot
from a flat base with flat rings. But this is still available if you are smart enough to bias your action
or your scope mount. The standard adjustment is 20 moa and this now gives you 65 moa or 19
mils of elevation before you zero.
This amount of travel will allow even a 308 past 1000 and better calibers with higher BC’s to go
even farther with the capability to dial everything they desire for elevation for even the long shots.
As I spent time on the range with the scope, I noticed the really nice glass and good parallax
adjustment with the capability to return to zero as I tested it on the range. This was what I expect
from a NF scope, and it is a quality you don’t get in all scopes. A lot of scopes may have a parallax
knob that is there but never seems to do anything. Also, lesser quality scopes can lack the ability
to return to zero or dial correctly. The NX8 is a real performer you can count on.
- 8x zoom range, 4x to 32x
magnification
- First Focal Plane (FFP/F1)
reticle
- ED (Extra-low Dispersion)
glass for superior image
quality
- 50 mm objective lens for
maximum resolution and
low-light use

- 30 mm body tube
- Parallax adjustable from 11
yards to infinity

5 pair - Gloves (XL)
2 - NPA (28 Fr.) w/lube

reticle is still centered. This allows
the best part of the glass to be used
for the majority of your shots. This
is done with the proper use of bias.

- Compact length at
13.4”/340mm

Triage and casualty marking

The DOK is packed in a heavy weight
re-sealable bag allowing easy replacement
of individual kit items. Kit components
can also be periodically inspected without
damaging the integrity of the packaging. The
kit contents can be modified to meet your
individual requirements or several pre-packed
kits are available with or without hemostatic
agents.
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Cont’d from P. 15

1 - Tac Med Surgical Airway Kit
4 - Petrolatum Gauze (3\” X 18\”)
1 -14 Ga. x 3.25\” Catheter
2 - SOFTT-NH
3 - OLAES Modular
Bandage 4\”

- ZeroStop elevation
adjustment for rapid and easy return to zero
- 10 MRAD/20 MOA per turret revolution
- 26 MRAD/90 MOA of total elevation adjustment
- Capped windage adjustment
- Integrated PTL (Power Throw Lever) - Locking diopter adjustment
At a price around the $2000 mark, I believe this is a huge contender for your next scope
purchase. At least I know it is for me. I told them I wanted to buy one with the T3 as soon as it
was available, and they said it would be out in the fall. I can’t wait to get it on my hunting rifle as I
think it is a perfect fit and does everything I need a hunting scope to do.

1 - Blast Bandage
3 - Control Wraps
2 - Z Pack Gauze
2 - Moldable Splint
(4\” X 36\”)

-Todd Hodnett
Accuracy1st

1 - Trauma Shear (7.25”)
5 - CCT Card
1 - Med Patch

www.LaRue.com
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Sidearm

The Glock Aimpoint Micro Mount
Allows you to wield the same world class
reflex sight used by Law Enforcement
Professionals and Open Class
Shooters worldwide, in the
palm of your hand. Simply
remove your existing rear
sight and install the Glock
Aimpoint Micro Mount
into the factory dovetail and
the “Shooter is ready….
Standby….BEEP!!”
Weighing in at a
feathery 84 grams,
the Aimpoint
Micro is one
of the lightest,
fastest, and
most durable and dependable red
dot sights on the market. The Micro allows
you to fire with both eyes open, without
worrying if you’re focused on the target or
focused on the dot. Make your selection of
the T1, T2, H1 or H2.
$63.00

Armageddon Gear Pistol
Pocket
A versatile solution to
your security needs.
Sticks to any flat
surface with
the included
adhesivebacked Velcro
square, or to any
opposing Velcro field in a gun case, pack or
other carrier. Your imagination is the only
limit. Accepts any service/duty sized handgun
such as the Glock 17 or Sig P229 or similar.
Removable retainer strap keeps pistol in place
while you’re doing J-turns, PITs, or other
crazy ninja moves in your mom’s G-Ride.
$29.95

Comp-Tac International Slide Holster

Combines belt holster, belt drop offset
holster, paddle holster and paddle drop offset
holster into one.
Modular mounting
system combines
the versatility of
different mounting
options with the superior
Kydex holster that Comp-Tac
is known for.
Configured to the customer’s
specification at time of order
and the additional mounting
components are shipped with
the order.

Available with three different cant options, the
speed draw (straight drop), the FBI cant (grip
angle forward), and the reverse/cross draw
(grip angle rearward).
$46.95

Comp-Tac Flatline
Allows the user to carry inside the waistband
or outside the waistband.
All Kydex Construction.
The two ridged pieces
hold their shape for
easy, simple, and
safe re-holstering
while carrying
inside the waistband.
The Flatline Clips are the
most innovative on the
market. The plastic material is
flexible enough to withstand any bending and
twisting without breaking and will be gentle
on your belt, clothing and car seats. Flatline is
shipped with 6 clips: Two Flatline Clips, Two
Offset-Flatline Clips and Two Standard Clips
in 1 ½” belt width.
$69.99

Chrome Silicon springs from Tactical Springs offer exceptional quality and
are as long lasting as they are durable.
In an ideal range of popular weights for the 1911
Moly plated and cryogenically processed for extended duty
cycle performance
Color coded for easy field ID of weight by operator
Packaged in hard plastic tubes
$8.95
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Comp-Tac Twin Mag Pouches

One unique feature of our Twin Mag Pouch is that each pouch is
independently adjustable, eliminating the problem of one side being too
loose and the other being too tight. Another feature is that your magazines
will be the same space apart from each other every time you go to reload.
Some shooters may find that this will help them become more consistent in
their reloads. Built for a 1.5” belt.
IDPA compliant. for Glock-9/40/357 Slide, S&W-M&P 9/40/357,
Springfield-XD 40 Service/Comp 4”, 1911-1911 Slide
$33.99

Comp-Tac Minotaur MTAC
Holster

Glock-9/40/357 Slide, S&W-M&P
9/40/357, Springfield-XD Slide, 1911-1911
Slide
•
Behind-the-hip
•
For 1.5” belt
•
Tuckable
•
Adjustable Cant
•
Slim Profile
•
Adjustable Ride Depth
•
Interchangeable Spare Bodies
The ultimate level of deep concealment.
This “hybrid” holster combines the comfort
of cowhide leather backing with a Kydex
half-shell.
$55.07

Lula Magazine Loader
for 9mm-45ACP

Fast, durable, military quality universal pistol
magazine loader. Loads virtually all 9mm,
.357 SIG, .40 S&W, 10mm and .45 single- and
double-stack magazines.
Easy loading; rounds drop in with no fingers
pushing or pressing them.
Load hundreds of rounds painlessly!
Fast! Fill mags in 1/3 the time of
thumb loading.
Fits in pocket, weighs only
66 grams (2.3 Ounce).
Does NOT load the
following:
Mags with less than
8.0mm between their
lips.-Glock G36 -6rd .45
SS (Single Stack) (Beak will
not come out of mag.)-S&W
7rd 9mm SS (Does not enter
between lips). May not load
the last round in a few types
of mags.
$28.95

Aegis Enhanced Belt (black buckle)- Ares Gear

Customers wanted a belt with the same performance as our Ranger belt, but a simpler
“look”. The same proprietary scuba webbing, with an added layer of 1.5”
thin webbing on the outside. The Aegis buckle is beadblasted
stainless steel.
All components are made here in the USA.
Purchase based on overall length (S=41”, M=43”,
L=45”, XL=47”, 2XL=49”)
Measure the distance from the hole that you
most often use on your current belt to the
farthest point on the buckle. That will give you
the size of your belt, then add however much tail
you want.
$99.99
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Range Gear

LaRue Drag Bag
The ultimate drag bag / shooting mat.
Designed at LaRue, with input from the
shooting community. Bag converts to
shooting mat.
Tired of lying in briars
waiting for a
target? Tired
of going
prone in less
than sanitary
conditions?
Have you
spent your
last night sleeping
with your head in the
mud? Then the newly designed LaRue Drag
Bag is for you!
The LaRue Drag Bag features
MOLLE compatibility, fits
into iM3200 Storm
Case, has sewn on
para-cord for

camouflage/burlap, a bipod catch, internal
Velcro and MOLLE for pouch and accessory
versatility.
$329.95
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Armageddon Gear GP Utility Pouch

Range Bag - LaRue
Tactical Pro Shooters
Ideal for the AR-shooter who also brings
pistols to the firing line. 1000 Denier
Waterproof Cordura® nylon with closed cell
foam at the bottom and ends of bag and
Heavy Duty #9 YKK Zippers.
Two (2) Large Outside Pockets, each has
Padded Pistol Insert w/ Magazine Pouches
Removable Padded Center insert w/Two (2)
low-profile Adjustable Dividers
2” wide Shoulder Strap w/ moveable Comfort
Pad
Padded Hand Grip, w/ Velcro enclosure
Hard
Bottom
to
Prevent
Sagging
Double
Zipper
Top w/
Roll-up
Velcro
Tab
Approx. 9”H X 7”D X 13”L
Colors: Black, Tan, and Red
Made in USA

It’s no secret that we provide our customers with some of the best optics available. Quickdisconnect mounts allow shooters the ability to take one rifle to the range with several optics.
Most of the time, those additional optics are thrown in a range bag, a sock, or an ammo can.
Everyone knows that precision equipment and physics do not mix well, so we set-out to design
the best, padded bags on the market today, to help our customers protect their expensive
hardware.
Each bag is over-padded with a generous ¾” layer of dense
open cell foam on all sides. The Heavy duty YKK zipper
makes opening and closing a snap, and will last a lifetime. The
adjustable shoulder strap makes carrying your valuables easy,
and keeps the contents in easy reach. MOLLE straps allow
the user to attach these bags to chest rigs and soft cases with
MOLLE Web.
Made in USA.

www.LaRue.com

Lightweight Wrap provides
layers of comfort and
protection to significantly
reduce temperature and
heat transfer to your sensitive
noggin. Trim and add little
thickness to your muffs to ensure ease of use
and comfort when worn under a modern
combat helmet. Made in the USA!
In Coyote Brown and Black.

$14.95

MSA Supreme Pro-X Ear Muff
Neckband style is ideal for using under
helmets and features a padded, wrap-around
neck strap with adjustable low-profile cloth
top strap. The Headband style wraps over the
head traditionally,
and features a
padded, removable,
camouflage bandcover. The MSA
Supreme Pro-X
Ear Muff offers
fully waterproof
microphones along
with slim design
cups.
$299.95
Armageddon Gear Armorer’s Tool Kit Pouch

$99.95

LaRue Scope Bag, Large

In Black or Tan.

Armageddon Gear Lightweight
Headband Wrap

$59.95

Designed and submitted as part of the
SOCOM PSR
Program, and
now in military
service as a
field-maintenance
Armorer’s tool kit
pouch.
Holds everything you need to keep your rifle
performing during extended missions.
Holds ball-peen hammer or mallet, Snap-On
(or similar) torque wrench, three T-handle
drivers, and numerous small tools, spare
fasteners, or other items in internal flapclosed pouch. Double-layer Cordura shell
and oversized zipper.
$79.95
*Tools not included

Fits perfectly in anywhere a double-M4
mag pouch would (two columns of PALS
webbing). Store
mags, signals,
NODs (where
padding is not
required), 650cord tie-down
point and internal
compartments for small items like batteries
•
Holds three 30rd M4 mags or three
20rd 7.62x51 M110 mags
•
7.5” Tall x 4” Wide x 3.5” Deep
•
Coyote Brown or Black
$24.95

Armageddon Gear Top-Zip Utility Pouch
A great allaround small
utility bag. Built
like a tank, it
is the perfect
shave kit
pouch for the
traveling warrior
who wants
to maintain a
dapper, yet tactical appearance at all times.
Holds toothbrush, toothpaste, tactical beard
grooming kit (AKA Copenhagen), hair
clippers, Gold Bond, med tape, or any other
combination of man-cream and hygiene items
you can tote. Fits nine fully-loaded LaRue
7.62 magazines inside. Your imagination is
the only limit here.
$39.95

Armageddon Gear Kestrel Pocket
The Kestrel Pocket
is purpose-built to
securely protect your
weather meter against
bumps, scratches, dirt
and debris. Your meter will
ride snugly in a soft, fuzzy, and padded
inner layer housed within a Cordura-covered
hard-plastic outer shell. Webbing loop
provides a convenient way to attach an ITW
Tac Link or other tie-down so you don’t lose
your gear. Like everything Armageddon
Gear manufactures, the Kestrel Pocket is
made in the USA!
$29.95

www.LaRue.com
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Keep it Running

OTIS Tactical Cleaning System:
What started in a shoe polish tin called “The
Whole Kit & Caboodle,” Otis has engineered
into the most popular firearm cleaning
system on the market today.
The Tactical Cleaning System is equipped to
clean all rifles, pistols, shotguns, and in-line
muzzleloaders. It has the essential tools to
clean rifles .17 to .50 caliber, handguns .17
to .50 caliber, shotguns 410 to 12/10 gauge,
and all in-line muzzleloaders. Includes three
Memory-Flex® cleaning rods with over 750lb
tensile strength, three forged slotted brass
tips, two obstruction
removers, T-handle for
added comfort, .5oz.
tube of Otis O85® Ultra
Bore® cleaner, lubricant
and preservative, allcaliber cotton cleaning
patches for .223 caliber
and larger, small caliber
patches for .17 to .223
caliber, shotgun brush
adapter and rubber patch
savers® to get 360 degree coverage in your
shotgun barrels, six high quality bore brushes,
and a bore reflector/flag safety. Protect your
investments; use Otis.
Caliber/Gauge: .17 - .50 Caliber Rifles;
.17 - .50 Caliber Pistols; 410 - 12/10 Gauge
Shotguns; In-Line Muzzleloaders.
Weight: 0.62 lbs.
Dimensions: 4” x 4” x 2.5

$37.95

TW25B, 12cc Syringe

Lube/Mil-Comm Extreme Performance
Synthetic Grease, Lubricant Protectant
The top-trusted favorite of U.S. Military fighters,
leading law enforcement agencies, precision
firearms manufacturers and sport shooters
everywhere.
Proprietary PTFE nano-particle technology
outlasts and outperforms other weapons
lubricants. Battlefield tested in the heat and
sand of desert war zones, and in the corrosive,
saltwater environments
of naval warfare, where
weapons reliability is a lifeand-death matter.
$12.05

Calbico Channel
Cleaning Tool, Model F1

Machine Gunners Lube
- Sets a new standard in small
arms lubricants!
Functional from -100 to
1000 degrees.
Lube protects weapon
in extreme environments
subject to high heat,
humidity, evaporative, and
mechanical wear.
Does not evaporate at normal ambient
temperatures - Ready when you need it.
Colloidal suspension of re-micronized
molybdenum particles - No need for shaking,
you are always good to go.
Long lasting moly particles still remain slick,
and ooze out of the metal pores - Greatly
reduces carbon build-up on bolt carriers.
Use GENEROUSLY, don’t mix with other oils.
Easy cleanup, leaves no residue. Great for
pistols and carbines.
1 FL. OZ. (US) (28.5 ML)

$9.95

FireClean Ultra Performance

A must-have for every range bag
and cleaning kit. This is one of
those widgets that appears
simple, but will quickly
become one of
your cleaning
essentials. The
Calbico Channel Cleaning Tool makes the
hard work of removing crud from tight spaces
a breeze. It can be used as a mild scraper,
or by wrapping a solvent-soaked patch on
either end, you can easily clean grooves,
channels and tight spaces. The tool is made of
a non-marring, reinforced high performance
plastic. Two tip sizes are optimized for
reaching into channels and cuts found in all
types of firearms. Ribs on the handle provide
a comfortable grip.
$9.95

Otis Grip Kit®
Cleaning System
With the demand for the .223 with a
collapsible stock, Otis has developed the Otis
Grip Kit® Cleaning System. Reclaim the lost
space in the standard handgrip of all AR15/
M4/M-16’s. This is the civilian bright brass
version of the military issue cleaning system.
The essential Memory-Flex® cleaning rod,
obstruction remover, slotted tip, T-handle,
bore brush, and small caliber patches are
neatly packed into the Otis Grip Kit®, making
it the most portable cleaning system on the

Gun Oil - 2 fl oz

FIREClean is designed to
hold as an oil to the highest
possible temperatures, and
provide the best possible
lubricity across the applicable
temperature spectrum.
FIREClean also conditions
the metal deeply to provide inherent
slipperiness or lubricity.
$13.95

www.LaRue.com

Otis all-caliber

cleaning patches in
an economical 30
pack.
$3.49

market today. This kit also includes an anchor
for the Otis Grip Kit® clip, a button head
hex screw, and a hex wrench. Developed for
lightweight special operations firearms, bore
clearing and cleaning can be accomplished
in seconds. The set complements, and is fully
compatible with, the extensive #223 AR15/
M4/M16 cleaning system. This kit is also
available in 6.8MM and 7.62MM. If your .223
Caliber/5.56MM has a collapsible stock, the
Otis Grip Kit® is the cleaning system for you.
$34.95

Iosso
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Cleaning Kit
The Iosso
Cleaning
Kit contains
6 precision fit
brushes. The brushes
clean the Upper Receiver,
Chamber, Bolt Carrier, Bore, Bolt Carrier Key
Tube, and the Gas Tube. The Gas tube brush
cleans the entire length of the gas tube
without disassembly of the upper receiver.
The kit also includes the Eliminator Cleaning
Tool & Rod. This cleaning tool is handy for
tight cleaning jobs where a regular rod is too
long and cumbersome to use.
$56.95

CAT - Combat Applications
Tool 5.56/7.62

This tool allows the operator to clean the
weapon and restore the bolt and carrier
group to “tactical tolerance” in a matter of
minutes, in the field, with gloved hands, and
in low light conditions if necessary. The CAT762/556 features a Bolt Cleaner/Scraper,
Firing Pin Cleaner, ¼” Hex Head, Carrier
Cleaner/Scraper with a Patch Hole.
While the CAT 762/556 fits
many bolts (like the LaRue
OBR) perfectly, due to
very slight differences
in bolts, the tool
will fit some
bolts
better
than
others.
All bolts so far encountered have been
restored to “tactical tolerance” quickly.
Inspection cleanliness can be quickly
achieved by the addition of solvent and a
patch or two.
- 100% US-made
- Approximately 3.5 inches long
- Weighs roughly 1.5 oz
- Investment-cast from 300-series stainless
steel
- Bolt cleaning chamber CNC machined to
precisely fit a mil-spec bolt
$34.00

www.LaRue.com
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Trailer Hitch Cover
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An American Flag for
Patriots…made here in Texas
USA.
Believe it or not some folks are having Ol’ Glory
made in China.
Like you, we know this just ain’t right and want
to give Americans a Flag made right here in San
Antonio, Texas.

At 3’x5’ this weatherproof Flag is ideal for outdoor display.
Now you can display your favorite bumper sticker...no matter how controversial, yet remove it
when you’re “behind enemy lines.” Our handy trailer hitch cover has a large flat panel, specially
designed to accept any standard bumper sticker up to 13 1/2 inches wide. It also has two built-in
bottle openers that always come in handy. The gloss black powder-coated finish fights corrosion
and looks good too!
Fits into any standard trailer 2” x 2” hitch socket.
Shucks fellers (ladies too), now you can become a dad-gum social chameleon.
Here’s what happened ...
I tried to give away a bunch of nice bumper stickers, just give ‘em away I tell ya. Some of ya (a very
few actually) went “Meh, thanks, but I don’t stick stuff to my ride.” Sooo, I studied the situation
and came up with this here solution. And for you redneck’s, I built-in a bilingu, er, uh, a left and
right hand bottle opener. One could say it’s a Tail-gater’s companion piece. :^)
Anyhow, for them of ya that absolutely refuse to slip a nice patriotic bumper sticker onto your
vehicle, worry no more.
Finally, here’s my three step inventing process - 1.) You think of it ... 2.) You make some ... 3.) You
commence selling ‘em. ;-)
All fun aside, enjoy.
-M. LaRue

$47.95

Annoy a Liberal Today!

Nyl-Glo ColorFast U.S. Flags will never change color. In fact, they are guaranteed to remain
color fast for at least one year. Nyl-Glo U.S. Flags are made of SolarMax 200 Denier Nylon, the
longest lasting Nylon flag material available anywhere. They have large, full size “dense-filledembroidered” stars, double needle seams sewn with lock stitching for extra durability.
$39.95

Battle Mixer:
First child on the way, and the nursery
needed painting. That meant dripping, messy,
wasteful mixing and pouring. There had to be
a better way....
Invention time!
Purpose of Battle Mixer: Mixes paint
thoroughly without mess. It also allows
the user to pour, seal and store without
drips. The lid prevents paint-drip into the lid
channel, so you can replace the original lid
without splatters. The Battle Mixer washes
up easily for the next project.
Compatibility: Works on any standard
1-Gallon, 6 1/2” metal paint can
Includes: Lid, Stir Sticks, Spout Cap

Printed on heavy “crack-n-peel” label stock
with UV-resistant inks. Each measures 10” x
3”, with an extra 3” x 1.5” LaRue Logo decal.

$4.97

The LaRue Tactical 3x5 Dillo Flag

is constructed with outdoor nylon material
and sewn fields. The flag is finished with four
rows of reinforced lock stitching on the fly
hem and a canvas header with two brass
grommets.
$98.95

www.LaRue.com

$5.00 ea.
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Are you a Member?
This pack includes 8 morale patches
(Including the popular “LARUEMINATI”).
Each patch comes complete with maleside Velcro backers, ready to apply.
Made in USA.

LaRue Vinyl Decals

Tactical Beverage
Entry Tool
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By popular demand, we
converted our LaRue
“morale patch” designs
into cut-vinyl decals.
Ideal for vehicle windows,
gun cases, toolboxes, etc.

The famous “Dillo” is known world-wide.
Opening your favorite beverage just isn’t the
same without one.
Our Tactical Beverage Entry Tool, or `Dillo,
is a handy bottle opener that can be used
to twist or pry open bottle caps, or used
to open can tabs. Proudly made by LaRue
Tactical in Texas, USA!
From $10.00

$19.95

LaRue Tactical
GWG Poster
LT-Poster1
No gunroom is
complete without
this poster!

Framed 19” x 13”
Poster of our famous
ad... Comes readyto-hang over the
reloading bench !!
$29.00

LaRue Tactical Framed Rifle
Poster 18x24
No gunroom
is complete
without this
poster!
Framed with
styrene backing sheet and
hooks for
wall. Made in
the USA.

LaRue Decals

for Truck Windows, Rifle Cases,
Bumpers and even Laptops!
By popular demand we’ve decided to
offer these decals with our distinctive
logo, made right here, dead-center of
Texas. The LT decal is precision-cut out
of white vinyl, and applies in seconds
to almost any smooth surface.
Roughly 6” x 3”

$9.95

www.LaRue.com

$39.95

The bottle that put Nalgene
on the map.
And after all these years it is still Nalgene’s
best seller. It’s design appears simple, but
there are over fifty years of manufacturing
experience that go into creating a super
durable, leak proof bottle. Graduations help
you keep track of your fluid intake, or serve as
a useful guideline when mixing up a beverage
in your Nalgene. Most backpacks have a
pocket on the side to hold a bottle and those
pockets were designed to accommodate a
Nalgene bottle, because hikers have trusted
Nalgene for over twenty years.
$10.20

Easy to apply, just
pull off the protective
backer, burnish in place,
then remove the front
protective sheet. Works
on any smooth surface.
Dillo size: 6” x 2.75”
Flag size: 5” x 3.4”
Circle size: 3.25” dia
Select color (Black or White)
Precision cut from vinyl in the USA
$9.95

LaRue CoastARs (4 Pack)

Pull the pin...

A special treat for any LaRue enthusiast.
Each CoastAR is hand-crafted by expert
saddle makers in the USA using robust
full-grain leather treated to a rich medium
brown. No two CoastARs are identical,
given the natural markings and grain
characteristics of the leather.

on the Dillo Grenade decal. It is precisioncut out of white or black vinyl, and applies
in seconds... allowing you to personalize
windows, bumpers, gun cases, laptops, or
almost anything with an oil-free smooth
surface.

Each set includes
four CoastARs in a
four-inch diameter
reusable tin.
$19.95

Roughly 3.5” x 6” in black or white vinyl.
Easy to apply, just pull off the protective
backer, burnish in place, then remove the
front protective sheet. Precision cut in the
USA.
$6.49

www.LaRue.com

We Triggered a Landslide
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LaRue Tactical MBT-2S Trigger

In a world of instantly M.I.M.’d rifle and pistol
components, we threw on the brakes, slowed
to a walk, and built 2-stage triggers out of
solid S7 tool steel plates. Meticulous triggers
built by our staff toolmakers ... without a
stopwatch in sight.

New Straight
Bow (SB)
No question, we’re particular about accuracy.
Everyone knows that one of the smartest
improvements an AR-owner can make to
their rifle is a precision trigger upgrade.

LaRue TAC (Trigger Action Chassis) Combo
-Safely practice trigger manipulation
without a rifle. *grip not included.

Everyone also knows that LaRue Tactical has a
track-record of doing things right. The LaRue
MBT-2S was purposefully designed and
manufactured to render the greatest benefits
from our legendary line of accurate rifles. The
MBT-2S can replace the stock trigger on any
mil-spec AR lower receiver.
Sparing no expense, all major components
are precision-machined from S7 Tool Steel.
The result of this extra effort is a glasssmooth, hyper-consistent trigger that will
satisfy even the most scrupulous competition
shooter, but also be overly rugged for the
battlefield. The MBT-2S breaks crisply at 4.5
lbs (2.5 lb first stage, 2 lb second stage) and
has a smooth and positive reset. Made inhouse, in Texas, in the USA.
NOTE: This trigger only works with Small Pin
Lower Receivers.

www.LaRue.com
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LaRue Orders and Customer Service
p 512-259-1585 - f 512-259-1588
www.LaRue.com

see p. 8

LT204 “Click Adjust Nut”

aka C.A.N. ™ Scope mount
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LaRue Accuracy Report

850 County Road 177
Leander, Texas 78641

Dear Shooter,
We invite you to enjoy this issue of
the Accuracy Report, a digest for
the discriminating rifleman. Inside,
you’ll find articles, book reviews,
stories from fellow gun owners, and
of course the latest refinements,
and accessories from America’s
hyper-accurate AR manufacturer.
-ML

